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Abstract

Many planning tasks can be represented using mental models in which an expert manipulates objects from one state to another (delivery route planning - trucks, buildings, packages, routes, etc.; part machining - parts, drill, mill, drill-bit, etc.). This suggests a highly graphical knowledge acquisition tool where the expert is able to capture the visual intuition of the problem solving to facilitate the encoding of a domain knowledge base. By exploring knowledge acquisition for object manipulation domains, insight will be gained in how knowledge is acquired and represented for such visually oriented tasks.

This thesis addresses graphical knowledge acquisition in visually oriented domains in the context of Prodigy, a general problem solving and planning architecture. The prototype system, called APPRENTICE, demonstrates the main ideas in the thesis. This system establishes the feasibility of a graphical interface to enhance the ability of the expert to develop factual domain knowledge (objects, relations, and operators) in multiple domains.

The system has been evaluated in four studies. In the first study, 32 AI students used the system to build their own domains. In the second study, domains developed by different types of users were completed faster using graphical input than using textual input. The third study was a learning study in which a subject developed several domains in APPRENTICE. Finally, the fourth study demonstrated the ability to develop a larger domain in the system. APPRENTICE and its techniques proved to be usable, flexible and extendable.
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Chapter 1 - Motivation

1.1 Preview of Thesis

This thesis investigates the process of producing and exploiting graphically based specifications of visual domains for a general purpose planning system. The central thesis is that graphical specification helps both to reduce domain development time and to improve the accuracy of knowledge capture. The knowledge acquisition (KA) problem is presented and discussed in section 1.2.

This thesis sets out to:

- address the problems of ease, speed, and accuracy of knowledge acquisition for highly visual planning domains;

- develop techniques for providing knowledge acquisition access to people with domain expertise but with no knowledge acquisition skills;

- validate empirically these techniques across multiple domains and with different user populations;

- incorporate new graphical knowledge acquisition methods into a general purpose planning system without limiting its expressiveness.

A general paradigm has been developed for graphically defining a broad range of planning domains that lend themselves to a visual representation. A system, called APPRENTICE, has been developed, tested, and used to build many visual domains. Four studies were done with APPRENTICE to evaluate its performance with multiple users and numerous domains, as well as the evolution of the system's use over time. These studies suggest that the APPRENTICE techniques help the user to decrease development time, increase debugging efficiency, and comprehend existing domains faster.

1.1.1 Example of a Domain Being Developed in APPRENTICE
The APPRENTICE system tries to mimic some of the techniques that experts use to convey domain knowledge to a student or an apprentice. When teaching a new domain the expert first tries to systematically teach the student the objects, attributes, and relations in the domain, thus establishing a common vocabulary. The expert and student can then comfortably discuss this area of expertise. This technique can be used to develop many different domains; but to illustrate this interaction, I will describe the development of a portion of a machining task. This task is to develop a simple set of rules for drilling a hole in a part. In Chapter 4, this domain will be expanded into a larger one.

When experts describe a domain they first start by defining the objects that exist in that domain. Figure 1.1 shows different objects in the small machining domain. In this example the expert uses these objects to talk about the domain.

The pictures, along with the names of the objects, give the student a physical representation. The drill, drill bit, vise, part, and hole are now part of the common vocabulary between expert and student.

Once a subset of the objects is defined, the expert can describe how these objects relate to one another. In Figure 1.2 the relations between the objects in our machining domain are shown.

---

**Figure 1.1:** Several objects that are in a machining domain.

**Figure 1.2:** Some relations between objects in the machining domain.
These relations allow the expert to discuss how objects interact with one another. Again, the pictures and text allow the student to form a visual representation of relations. These are similar to the way the expert thinks about the object interactions.

With the objects and relations defined, the expert can then discuss conjunctive sets of relations or states. Figure 1.3 depicts a state in the machining domain. This figure represents the set of relations: vise on a drill, vise holding a part, and drill-bit in the drill.

![Figure 1.3: State in the machining domain.](image)

This representation makes it relatively easy to visualize what is actually done in a machining shop. The expert is now able to discuss the machining domain based upon the expert's knowledge developed over time.

The expert can now discuss operations that, when applied, change the state. To describe these operators the expert first defines a pre-state (a state that has to exist before the operator can be applied), and then a post-state (a state that exists after the operator has been applied). In Figure 1.4 a simple operator, put-part-in-vise, is developed. This operator depicts the process of putting a part into a vise.

![Figure 1.4: The put-part-in-vise operator in the machining domain.](image)
The pre-state defines the conditions which are necessary before the operator can be applied: the vise must be on the drill and the drill bit must be in the drill. If these relations are true in the state then the operator can be applied and the state changed to reflect that the part is in the vise. These pre- and post-states represent the preconditions and the state transition for the put-part-in-vise operator. Figure 1.5 shows some other operators that are defined in a similar way (put-drill-bit-in-drill, put-vise-on-drill, drill-hole-in-part).

![Figure 1.5: Other operators in the machining domain.](image)

Finally, this information can be used by a planner to produce a sequence of operators that, when applied, will transform an initial state into a final state. The planner does this by first determining which operators achieve a goal and, if they are not applicable, which operators establish the pre-state of the previously related operator. This continues recursively until a sequence of operators is found that is both applicable to the initial state and achieves the goal. This process, called Means-Ends Analysis [Newell 72] may mean that the system has to try several alternative operator applications. Figure 1.6 illustrates one set of state transitions that the planning system took to solve the machining domain problem earlier defined.
Each square represents the current state of the problem after the operator under the picture has been applied. Note that the initial state is composed of a part, a drill bit, a vise and the drill unassembled; the goal state is to have the part with a hole in it. The sequence of operators determined in Figure 1.6 to transform the initial state into the goal state is:

1) put-vise-on-drill
2) put-drill-bit-in-vise
3) put-part-in-vise
4) drill-hole-in-part

As the planner tries to find a solution, the expert can monitor the planner's progress. By monitoring the planner the expert can detect erroneous or incomplete knowledge. This helps with debugging domains, which is a significant part of domain development. The expert can also verify a sequence of operators by applying the operators one at a time.

APPRENTICE allows the expert to specify domain information similar to the domain description previously outlined. APPRENTICE, of course, handles significantly more complex domains as well. Chapter 3 describes this process in detail.
1.2 Problem Outline

Expert systems are increasingly being used in business and industry. The development of these systems requires the acquisition of knowledge from experts, a very time-consuming process for both domain experts and knowledge engineers. This knowledge acquisition (KA) process has been characterized as "the transfer and transformation of problem-solving expertise from some knowledge source to a program" [Buchanan 83]. By making the KA process faster and easier for experts, the domain development time and expense will be reduced.

Machine learning methods are helping to automate knowledge base development and improvement [Minton 88]. Nonetheless, initial domain development has heretofore been manual, and humans are still needed for domain refinements. Developing domains can be very difficult and time consuming, especially when the development tool does not reflect a simple mapping from the external domain to the system's user interface.

![Diagram of typical knowledge acquisition process.](image)

Knowledge base development is an interactive process. This is depicted in Figure 1.7. The role of the expert is to impart domain knowledge for the knowledge engineer to encode into the knowledge base. The knowledge engineer and the expert may be the same person or different people and they work towards developing the knowledge base. The knowledge
engineer has the responsibility of translating the expert knowledge into a representation for the expert system. If this representation is very different from the expert's representation then there are opportunities to introduce and propagate errors. These errors and misconceptions required diagnosis and correction, and thereby add to the development time of a domain.

In order to make this human development process more efficient, tools are needed to facilitate the initial domain specification, to aid in finding erroneous or incomplete information in a domain, and to help in correcting that domain information. This should be done within a paradigm that represents knowledge in a way experts can use and understand. This thesis examines a restricted type of knowledge acquisition that non-computer experts can use. I focus on the human interactive process involved when an expert develops a knowledge base for a planning system where the domain is composed of physical or mental objects being manipulated.

A graphical knowledge acquisition tool aids in domain development. The expert communicates with the computer in a way similar to the way an expert understands a domain, and the computer is responsible for transforming the information into a form that it can use. Also, having the computer communicate back to the expert in terms that the expert is more familiar with better enables the expert to debug and enhance the system's knowledge.

By focusing on the acquisition of knowledge for visual planning tasks in an expert/apprentice interaction, I show how knowledge base development can be facilitated graphically and improved for a range of users, including domain-knowledgeable but system-novice users.

1.3 Significance of Research
The research in this dissertation makes four significant contributions:

- a new knowledge acquisition methodology is developed for visual domains to decrease development time,
- the techniques can be applied by users without knowledge acquisition skills,
- the methodology is implemented and tightly integrated with a planning system (Prodigy),
- the methodology is tested by building multiple domains and using multiple subjects with varying skills.

The new graphical approach to knowledge acquisition allows the expert to reason about domain building in a way similar to how the expert thinks about the domain. These general techniques can be separated into basic elements for developing domains for a general expert system. With these techniques, the expert communicates with the system in a way that is comfortable to the expert; therefore, knowledge acquisition takes less time to complete. Also, the domain development can be done by experts that are not familiar with planning systems. This is radically different from other knowledge acquisition systems which provide detailed insight into the expert system, but in a way foreign to the actual domain. In such systems the expert or knowledge engineer is responsible for translating domain knowledge into the representation that the system expects.

The techniques developed in this thesis are used in building a working system that is tightly coupled with a planning system. This development allows proof of concept, testing of ideas, and enhancement of the methodology. Also, unlike knowledge acquisition tools that require a separate program to run the domain, APPRENTICE allows interactive domain development within a planning system. The system is tied directly with the planning system so that the results of a developed domain can be run on the system instantaneously. This is similar to using an interpretive language like LISP for development.

Once the system was developed, several experiments were designed and conducted to determine whether the ideas postulated in the thesis were true. These studies were done with different types of users doing different tasks. Results from these studies showed that different types of people were able to understand, build, and debug domains. The productivity of subjects was shown to be higher, and the subjects also found APPRENTICE more understandable than conventional methods.

1.4 Results

The primary contribution of these studies is to demonstrate the range of application and the efficiency of APPRENTICE. Most domains were acquired fully with the graphical interface, and acquisition speed proved faster for all types of users except Prodigy experts.
To investigate the claim of the thesis, four studies were performed. These studies tested the versatility, flexibility, and usability of the APPRENTICE system with multiple subjects in the development of several domains.

In the first study, APPRENTICE was used to build a diverse set of user-defined domains by 32 novice users. The users built domains of their own choosing. It took each user between one and 4.5 hours to construct a simple domain. All users succeeded in building functional domains, thereby proving the breadth, usability, and versatility of APPRENTICE.

In the second study, the APPRENTICE system yielded faster development time than conventional methods for several types of users. This was a comparison study with four sets of subjects with varying computer skills. Their skills ranged from novice computer users to advance planner experts. The development time of building a domain in APPRENTICE was compared with the development time using a text editor (Emacs). All but the most seasoned planner experts built domains significantly faster in APPRENTICE than in Emacs. Another phase of this study tested the ability of subjects to understand domains developed by others. This ability is important in domain development and system maintenance. The subjects understood the graphical representation of a domain more accurately (i.e., they answered a set of questions about the domain more correctly) than they did for a comparable textual representation. This study proved the effectiveness of APPRENTICE in actual usage and validated the graphical KA paradigm for some important domains.

In the third study, APPRENTICE was used by one user to build a medium size domain that had 33 objects, 77 relations, and 34 operators in it. For this domain the graphical representation helped to enrich the development process. The pictures acted as visual cues in helping the subject develop the domain. For example, it was easy to recognize and correct the situation that a drill did not have a drill bit when creating the drill operator. Another advantage was that the graphics helped the user to remember the context in which he was working when he came back to the work after an interruption.

Finally, the last study was done with one user building several similar domains over time. In this study the user took longer to build the first domain but less time to build subsequent domains. This indicates that, as users build domains in APPRENTICE, their productivity increases.
These studies provide an indication of the merits of the APPRENTICE system. The system has been used:

- by multiple users
- to developed multiple domains
- over a period of time
- to developed a medium size domain.

Overall APPRENTICE was successfully used by 41 different people and 41 distinct domains were developed. These study results help to support the thesis of this dissertation.

1.5 Reader's Guide

Chapter 2 compares the research of this thesis with other, related work. Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the system. In Chapter 4 the empirical studies are explained and the results shown. Chapter 5 summarizes what I learned, and Chapter 6 draws some conclusions. The Appendices contain supporting material and are not needed in the understanding of the concepts reported in this thesis. Nevertheless, the information they contain may be of interest to some people, such as those attempting to replicate or expand upon the APPRENTICE system.
Chapter 2 - Related Work

The design and implementation of APPRENTICE draws upon ideas from several disciplines: user interfaces; visual programming and visual languages; machine learning; and, the most obvious, knowledge acquisition. The first three disciplines complement my work and have provided fertile ground from which to borrow many techniques. I will discuss some of the techniques that I used. The last discipline, knowledge acquisition has also provided many advantages to my work and helped me to explore new ideas. I will contrast my work with others in the area of knowledge acquisition.

User Interface
Techniques from the field of user interfaces were used to develop the human computer interaction for the APPRENTICE system. Direct manipulation was the basis for the interface design. This gives users, both novice and expert, an intuitive feel for how to use the system. User actions cause immediate reactions which are easy to relate to.

With the user interface several different types of interfaces were used. Techniques supported by MacDraw [MacDraw 89] were adapted to develop the user-defined objects. This provides users with an easily understood interface for creating simple graphical objects. Icon manipulation enables production of other domain elements with these objects as building blocks. This allows users shortcuts for developing relations between the objects represented as icons [Macintosh 87]. The interface also strives for consistency, user feedback, handling of user mistakes, a simple display and actions that have quick feedback. These are important qualities of a good interface design. These and other techniques are described in much of the literature [Goldberg 80] [Shneiderman 86] [Cardelli 88] [Myers 92].

Visual Programming and Visual Languages
Visual programming and visual languages are orthogonal fields of study that benefited APPRENTICE. The goals of Visual Programming are to create working programs [Cox 89], systems [Ichikawa 87] [Fischer 88] or investigate ideas [Henderson 86] [Gutfreund 87]. These are different from the goal of APPRENTICE, which is to develop domains for...
a planning system. One difference in the way that APPRENTICE works is that most visual programming systems have a predefined set of icons, and therefore the users have to conform their thinking about the system in the way that the software designers had in mind. To aid in domain development, APPRENTICE provides the user with the ability to define the objects of the domain in a visual representation that corresponds closely to the physical world. This allows the user a comfortable environment to work in, where ideas representing physical relations do not have to be transformed into an unrelated representation.

The advantages of animation have been demonstrated by systems such as BALSA-I [Brown 84], BALSA-II [Brown 88], Animus [Duisberg 86], and STEAMER [Hollan 84]. Animation is also used in APPRENTICE to give the user feedback when the system is solving a problem.

**Machine Learning**

Machine learning is another field of study which has had influence on my work. Currently, machine learning research cannot create initial domain information without the aid of a human. Automated learning methods allow knowledge that has already been encoded to be refined. This can be achieved by decreasing the search space as with EBL [Minton 88], by statically compiling knowledge [Entzio 90], by using abstraction techniques [Knoblock 90] or analogous plan usage [Veloso 92] or by adding information to an already existing knowledge base as with experimentation [Gil 92]. APPRENTICE is a tool that helps with initial domain formulation, and therefore could be a useful complement to machine learning systems.

Also, search control rules [Minton 89] (which can be learned by different methods [Minton 88] [Entzio 90]) could be directly used in APPRENTICE to decrease search time. Currently, no matter how these search control rules are obtained they can be used with APPRENTICE.

**Knowledge Acquisition**

In the knowledge acquisition field several techniques have been used to try to elicit expert knowledge, and map that knowledge into expert system primitives.
Alexander et al. [Alexander 87] have developed a technique called ontological analysis or SUPE-SPOONS which aids in knowledge-level analysis of a problem space. The analysis divides domain knowledge into three categories:

1) Static Ontology - physical objects or primitive objects in a problem space, their properties and relations.
2) Dynamic Ontology - state space of the problem-solving domain and the actions that transform the problem from one state to another state.
3) Epistemic Ontology - constraints and methods that control the use of knowledge applied to the static and dynamic ontologies.

Complex domain ontologies are constructed in a three-step process in the order that the categories are presented. The system ASTEK [Jacobson-90], based on the SUPE-SPOONS research, provides multiple paradigms for knowledge editing while maintaining a single consistent framework. This knowledge editing is in the form of natural language and graph editing techniques.

The ontologies created with the system are very similar to the workings of APPRENTICE. The static ontology parallels object and relation definitions. The dynamic ontology is like the operator definition. The epistemic ontology is similar to search control rules. Like the ontological analysis technique, APPRENTICE builds its knowledge base in similar stages. APPRENTICE attempts to capture and exploit both the visual and semantic domain knowledge.

Systems that take different approaches include: KREME [Abrett 87] a knowledge representation editing and modeling environment; KRITON [Diederich 90] a hybrid system that uses interview, protocol analysis, and incremental text analysis; and AQUINAS [Boose 87] a system that interviews experts to build tables of distinctions or repertory grids between elements. The systems fall into the following information gathering techniques:

- Visual and Semantic Acquisition (APPRENTICE)
- Interviewing and Protocol (KRITON)
- Clustering or Scaling (AQUINAS)
- Natural Language Systems (ASTECK , KRITON)
- Visual Graphs of Underlying Data Structure (KREME)
PROTEGE [Musen 88] has had success providing a graphical program for developing graphical knowledge acquisition and editing tools. These knowledge acquisition tools elicit knowledge for the domain independent planner e-ONCOCIN, which uses the method of skeletal refinement for problem solving. PROTEGE has been used to create KA tools for oncology protocols (p-OPAL) and hypertension protocols (HTN). With the KA tools, doctors, without the aid of knowledge engineers, can create expert systems to advise in the treatment of oncology and hypertension. The interface to these knowledge acquisition tools uses form filling and graphical flow chart building to elicit the domain knowledge. Unlike APPRENTICE, PROTEGE is not integrated with the target expert system. Also, PROTEGE's domain is more limited, although the authors are currently expanding the system into PROTEGE-II. Finally another important difference is that PROTEGE is not a system for developing planning domains.

QMR-KAT [Giuse 90] is another system for knowledge acquisition in medicine which lets experts build knowledge bases without a knowledge engineer to act as intermediary. The QMR knowledge base is one of the most comprehensive knowledge bases in use for medical decision support for diagnosis of internal medicine diseases. Knowledge base information consists of textual descriptions of a disease called disease unit. This representation is different than the visual approach of APPRENTICE, and of course the QMR system is not a planning system.

There are other knowledge acquisition systems that take a different approach than APPRENTICE. MORE [Kahn 85] is a system which automatically interviews experts for the information they use to solve diagnostic problem. ASK [Gruber 89] is a system that elicits justifications from experts and generates strategy rules. It is used with the system MUM, which is a knowledge system that concentrates on the strategic aspects of diagnosis of chest pain. DACRON [Mahling 89] is a visual knowledge acquisition tool for the POLYMER planning system. SALT [Marcus 86] is a system that assists in knowledge acquisition for incremental design tasks such as configuration. The system uses a propose-and-revise problem solving strategy. ROGET [Bennet 85] is a program to assist knowledge engineers and domain experts in developing EMYCIN-based expert systems. KNACK [Klinker 88] is a knowledge acquisition tool for building knowledge bases to generate reports. This system is interesting because it is sample-based: the expert provides a sample report, and the system analyzes and generalizes the sample.
To help explain some differences between the above systems, six system characteristics are outlined below. These characteristics are then shown in a chart for comparison.

**Feedback Type** - type of feedback the system gives (textual, animated, graphs).

**Knowledge Developed** - type of knowledge the system can acquire (static and/or dynamic knowledge).

**Domain Type** - types of domains the system is used for.

**Generate-Test Cycle** - development done in generate and test mode in conjunction with the target expert system.

**Mode Type** - system-directed acquisition or user-directed acquisition.

**Knowledge Acquired** - acquire incremental, factual and/or better performance knowledge.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Type</th>
<th>APPRENTICE</th>
<th>MORE</th>
<th>ASK</th>
<th>OPAL</th>
<th>DACRON</th>
<th>SALT</th>
<th>ROGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Developed</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Bo y</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Type</td>
<td>Visual Planning</td>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Constraint Satisfaction</td>
<td>Classification on Problem Solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate-Test Cycle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode Type</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>System*</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Acquired</td>
<td>Factual</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Factual</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Type</th>
<th>QMR-KAT</th>
<th>KNACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Developed</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Type</td>
<td>Medical Diagnostics</td>
<td>Report Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate-Test Cycle</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode Type</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Acquired</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No interaction with expert system

**Figure 2.1:** Table of differences among knowledge acquisition systems

Finally, knowledge base development environments such as KREME [Abrett 87], ONTOS [Nirenburg 88], and CYC [Lenat 86] elicit mostly static or factual knowledge. These systems investigate how to organize and maintain large knowledge based systems. Handling large knowledge bases is a future direction of the APPRENTICE system.
The major difference between APPRENTICE and other systems is that APPRENTICE enables users to model the physical world with their own defined representations. Also, the APPRENTICE system is interactive with the Prodigy planning system providing a closed loop for development and utilization of a knowledge base. Although the planner and acquisition tool are integrated the APPRENTICE techniques are also described independent of a planning system.
Chapter 3 - Apprentice Architecture

The APPRENTICE system can be subdivided into three components: the graphical interface component, Framegraphics; the domain building component, Domain Builder; and the planning system, Prodigy. I built the Framegraphics system and the Domain Builder for this research. Figure 3.1 depicts the relationships among the components in more detail. In this chapter, I will discuss in some detail the various components of the system.

![Diagram of the APPRENTICE system.](image)

**Figure 3.1: Diagram of the APPRENTICE system.**

### 3.1 Prodigy

Prodigy [Minton 89] is a domain-independent problem-solver system used primarily as a testbed for research in planning, machine learning, and knowledge acquisition. It uses basic means-ends analysis in planning for high-level, symbolic domains. Since its inception, the Prodigy system has continued to develop. The first version of the system, Prodigy 2.0, was a linear planner (i.e., it did not allow interleaving of goals) [Minton 89]. The next
version of Prodigy, Nolimit, was a non-linear planner which provided interleaving goals
[Veloso 92]. The syntax of the two systems is slightly different, with the biggest difference
being that Nolimit requires all objects used in a domain to be explicitly defined in the
syntax (see section 3.1.2).

The basic design of APPRENTICE was able to accommodate both planners. APPRENTICE was first developed using Prodigy 2.0 but now works with Nolimit. Porting APPRENTICE to the different problem solvers required very little modification.

The basic functioning of APPRENTICE with a problem solver will be discussed later. This section will outline the Nolimit Prodigy planner. Then a simple trace of the planner solving a problem will be described; and finally, an outline of the input language will be presented. This is the planner which was used in the studies described later.

3.1.1 Operation of the Prodigy Planner
A domain theory in Prodigy consists of operators, inference rules, and search control rules. These rules are essentially If-Then rules. The left-hand sides of these rules are represented by a Prodigy Description Language (PDL). This language is a form of first-order predicate logic. PDL allows conjunctions, disjunctions, negations, and existential and universal quantifications. APPRENTICE automatically generates conjunctions and existential quantification from its pictorial representation. A disjunction can be modelled as multiple rules, and negations can be represented explicitly. Universal quantifications are not automatically generated by the APPRENTICE system but can be added manually to the generated code. Thus far, none of the domains that were built in APPRENTICE needed universal quantification. Therefore a lot of resources were not devoted to developing a simple way to generate and depict universal quantification graphically.

Operators and inference rules are factual knowledge that modifies the state as the planner is solving a problem. Although inference rules do not correspond to external actions, they can be modelled as operators. On the other hand, search control rules are control knowledge that directs the search for the solution. This thesis deals mainly with the creation of factual knowledge. Developing search control knowledge is discussed in section 6.3.

Operators have three parts: the parameter list, the preconditions, and the effects. The effects part of an operator either adds or deletes a predicate from the state. When given an initial and goal state along with a domain definition, the Prodigy planner tries to determine a
sequence of actions (instantiated operators) that when applied in a given order will change
the initial state to achieve the goal state. The search tree initially begins with a single node
representing a set of state predicates in the initial state and a set of goal predicates to be
achieved. To move from the initial state to the goal state, the tree is expanded by repeating
two phases: the decision phase and the expansion phase.

The first step during the decision phase is to choose a node. The second step is to choose a
goal to focus on, which becomes the current goal. The third step is to choose an operator to
achieve the current goal. The final step is to choose bindings for the variables in the
operator (this is called instantiating the operator). The default search strategy for this
decision process is depth-first search but can be guided by search control rules. These
search control rules are used to prune the search tree [Minton 89].

During the expansion phase a new node is created. If the instantiated operator's
preconditions are satisfied by the state, then the operator is applied. Otherwise, the system
subgoals (changing the current goal) on an unmatched precondition: adding the old current goal to the set of goals that are pending; or subgoals on a previously unachieved goal.

When a state is achieved in which all of the top-level goals are satisfied, the problem is solved. Figure 3.2 shows a high level flowchart of the Prodigy system.

### 3.1.2 Prodigy Format

Writing a domain in Prodigy requires several steps. The user must create object prototype definitions, predicates representing relations among objects, operators, instances of objects, start states, and goal states. An example of a domain being built will be shown using a slight variation of the blocks world domain. The blocks world domain consists of a set of blocks that can be stacked on/unstacked off each other or put-down on/picked-up off the table. In this blocks world the table and the arm are represented explicitly.

#### 3.1.2.1 Defining Object Types

Object definitions for a domain are defined with the "is-a" function. These definition types tell Prodigy the name of the objects in the domain. In the example blocks world, the user will need block objects, table objects, and arm objects. An object definition has the following format: `(IS-A object-name TYPE)`. In this example, these objects are defined as follows:

```
(IS-A Block-model TYPE)
(IS-A Table-model TYPE)
(IS-A Arm-model TYPE)
```

Figure 3.3: IS-A Definitions for the blocks world

#### 3.1.2.2 Defining Predicates and Operators

The operator defines legal transitions between states. Each operator has a precondition that must be satisfied before the operator can be applied and an effects-list that describes how the application of the operator changes the state. Specifically, the effects-list indicates the atomic formulas that are added to and/or deleted from the state when the operator is applied. These preconditions and effects are represented by predicates. Predicates represent relationships between objects. In order to allow an operator to work in a generic way, the predicates use variables. These variables match different objects in the state definition. "<->" surrounding a name represents a variable. An operator format is shown below:
Operators in the blocks world are defined in Figure 3.5. Consider the operator Pick-up. In its PARAMS list the variable <ob> is of type block-model, <table> is of type table-model, and <arm> is of type arm-model. In the precondition, the predicate (clear <ob>) checks that the block <ob> has nothing on top of it; the predicate (on-table <table> <ob>) checks to see if the variable <ob> is on the <table>; and the predicate (empty <arm>) checks that the <arm> is empty. Finally, if all of these predicates are true for a particular block, table and arm in the current state, then the matching block is picked up off the table by the arm. Also the predicates in the effect list update the state by deleting/adding the relevant predicates.

Figure 3.4: Operator format.
3.1.2.3 Defining a State

After the domain is developed, the problems that the user wants to solve must be defined. A particular problem is defined by instances of objects, a start state, and a goal expression, which is a subset of the entire goal state. Below is a problem in the blocks world. The instances are A, B, C, A_Table, and An_Arm. The goal is to get A on A_Table, B on A, and C on B. The start state has Blocks A, B, and C on A_Table and An_Arm empty.

```
(HAS-INSTANCES Block-model A)
(HAS-INSTANCES Block-model B)
(HAS-INSTANCES Block-model C)
(HAS-INSTANCES Table-model A_Table)
(HAS-INSTANCES Arm-model An_Arm)

(GOAL (On B A)
     (On C B)
     (On-table A))

(STATE (AND (On-Table A_Table A)
             (On-Table A_Table B)
             (On-Table A_Table C)
             (Clear A)
             (Clear B)
             (Clear C)
             (Empty An_Arm)))
```

Figure 3.6: Problem Definition for the blocks world.

3.1.3 Example Trace

Using the domain and problem definition from the previous section, Figure 3.7 depicts a partial solution trace of the Prodigy planner. The planner uses means-ends analysis to solve the problem. The planner first determines which operators achieve the final goal. If the operators are not applicable, it then determines which operators establish the pre-state of the previously related operator. This continues recursively until a sequence of operators is found that is applicable to the initial state and achieves the goal.

The trace shows a segment of the solution path in which the system backtracks. Each line contains information about the step in the means-ends analysis being tried. The Tn# displays the node name of the solver’s current position. The next part of the line is either a goal to be worked on, an instantiated operator to try and satisfy, or an operator to apply.
The applied operators are capitalized. If there are additional choices available at a particular node that information is displayed in the form of a list (e.g., goal-choices-left or ops-left).

The first part of the partial trace, starting with the ****, does not succeed because it cannot satisfy the goal (on b a) with c already stacked on b. This causes a condition where a state would be repeated and the solution search would end up in an infinite loop, therefore the system backtracks and reorders the top level goals. With this reordering, the second part of the trace leads to a solution. The solution found is listed at the end of the trace.

After several other attempted solutions during problem solving:

```
**************
| tn1 (done)
| tn2 (*finish*)
| | tn3 (on c b)
| | | goal-choices-left: ((on b a))
| | | tn4 (stack b c an_arm)
| | | | tn5 (holding c an_arm)
| | | | tn6 (pickup an_arm c a_table)
| | | | | ops-left: ((unstack b c an_arm) (unstack c c an_arm) (unstack a c an_arm))
| | | | | TN7 (PICKUP AN_ARM C A_TABLE)
| | | | | TN8 (STACK B C AN_ARM)
| | | | | tn9 (on b a)
| | | | | tn10 (stack a b an_arm)
| | | | | tn11 (holding b an_arm)
| | | | | tn48 (unstack a b an_arm)
| | *** STATE LOOP ***

******** BACKTRACK TO NODE T2 ********
| tn3 (*finish*)
| | tn56 (on b a)
| | | tn57 (stack a b an_arm)
| | | | tn58 (holding b an_arm)
| | | | tn59 (pickup an_arm b a_table)
| | | | | ops-left: ((unstack b b an_arm) (unstack c b an_arm) (unstack a b an_arm))
| | | | | TN60 (PICKUP AN_ARM B A_TABLE)
| | | | | TN61 (STACK A B AN_ARM)
| | | | | tn62 (on c b)
| | | | | tn63 (stack b c an_arm)
| | | | | | tn64 (holding c an_arm)
| | | | | | tn65 (pickup an_arm c a_table)
| | | | | | | ops-left: ((unstack b c an_arm) (unstack c c an_arm) (unstack a c an_arm))
| | | | | | | TN66 (PICKUP AN.ARM C A_TABLE)
| | | | | | | TN67 (STACK B C AN_ARM)
| | | | | | TN68 (*FINISH*)

**************
```

This is the solution found:
- (pickup arm b table)
- (stack a b arm)
- (pickup arm c table)
- (stack b c arm)

*Figure 3.7: Partial solution trace in Prodigy for the blocks example domain.*
3.2 Domain Builder

The domain builder allows an expert to graphically represent and create a domain. This graphical process resembles an expert's experience more closely than writing a domain in textual form as described in the previous section. Once a graphical domain is defined, the domain builder then automatically translates this graphical representation into PDL, which is loaded and run in the Prodigy planner. The graphical system is tightly integrated with the planner, providing intuitive domain development. This section outlines the implementation of graphical knowledge acquisition, then discusses the primitives that are needed for the process independent of the actual implementation.

3.2.1 High Level Window Description

In developing a domain using the domain builder, several things have to be defined: objects, relationships between the objects, operators to change sets of relationships, and initial and goal states for defining problems. In the domain builder, separate windows are used to develop each particular element. The windows are:

- **Model Window** - Allows objects in a domain to be defined.
- **Relation Window** - Allows relationships between objects to be defined.
- **Operator Window** - Allows state changes to be defined.
- **State Window** - Allows the definition of a start state and a goal state.
- **Problem Window** - Allows the setup and running of a problem to be solved.
- **Apprentice Window** - Allows the manipulation of a domain.

The four subcomponent windows (object, relation, operator, and state) are used to define a domain. The Problem Window is used to create a problem that will be run in the Prodigy planner. The Apprentice Window is used for domain manipulation: saving, deleting, and loading domains.

All the windows have a similar MacDraw\textsuperscript{\textregistered}[MacDraw 89] style interface, which is mouse- and object-oriented. This similarity allows the user to interact with each window in a consistent manner. A single mouse "click" selects an object; "click and drag" moves an object; and "double-click" allows an object's name to be edited or a domain element to be made available for editing. Windows are reconfigurable. All objects in the window can be easily moved, and their locations saved, so that each window can be customized to a user's preference.
Each window has a work area in which a particular domain element type (objects, relations, operators, and states) can be developed. This work area allows elements to be developed one at a time. For example, in Figure 3.8 the Model Window’s work area is used for building a block object. To build or modify a different object, the block object is iconified and another object can be manipulated. This iconifying process takes the sub-parts of the current element from the work area and represents all of the information in a single name that can be placed anywhere on the screen. An element can be edited again by double clicking on its iconified name. This action places the original element in the window, and the sub-parts of the double-clicked element are put into the work area ready to be modified.

3.2.1.1 Model Window

The Model Window is used to create prototype objects of the domain along with connection points (i.e., location in which the objects will interact with one another). These objects are then used in defining relations, operators, and states. The work area allows one object at a time to be developed. The work area has a very simple object-oriented drawing package type interface. In this work area lines, text, instance names, and connection points can be added, deleted, or edited for an object. Each element in the work area can be manipulated. To create a particular element type, the user selects the corresponding box from the palette on the left of the work area. In Figure 3.8, the box element has been selected.

Once all the modifications to an object are made, then the results can be saved, thus incorporating the changes into the prototype object. Objects can also have attribute information attached to them. Attributes are added to objects by double clicking on the Attr: field. This brings up a popup editor which allows attribute information to be added. This attribute information is specified by an attribute name and the variables with type definitions that follow. In Figure 3.8 the attribute of the block is weight, and its value is some number. During the generation of a state or operator this attribute will translate into (weight <block><lbs>). Each individual object can be edited to include or exclude attributes.
3.2.1.2 Relation Window

The Relation Window allows the user to build relations between objects and automatically generates a predicate from the objects. These relations are used in the automatic code generation during the operator and state definition. This allows users to define much of the rule and state knowledge graphically, and the system is able to check and flag inconsistencies in the definitions. Figure 3.9 is an example of the Relation Window.

In the Relation Window, object prototypes that the system knows about are pictured around the outside of the work area. These objects can be moved by the user to any position outside the work area. Relations are defined by dragging prototype objects, one at a time, into the work area. This produces instances of the objects. Instances are then connected together by their connection points to represent the relation. This visual picture translates into a textual list of the relation name and the objects in the relation. This textual representation is a predicate in PDL. These predicates are used in operator and state definitions.

Figure 3.9 represents the relation on-table between a block and a table. The block and table are connected together at their connection points. This connection is designated by a line joining them. During the state and operator definitions, whenever a block and a table
are connected together in this fashion, the on-Table predicate will be automatically generated.

To the left of the work area are the object prototypes that were created in the Model Window. At the top of the window are two relations that have already been defined: on and Holding. The machine-generated PDL predicate (on-table <block876> <table564>) is in the window and can be directly edited by the user. The Dep-List in the window allows the user to define a dependency order among the objects that is used for the solution animation. The Dep-List will be discussed in section 3.2.2.

![Diagram of Relation Window](image)

**Figure 3.9: Relation Window: developing the On-Table relation.**

The Relation Window also allows a user to define a negated connection existing between two objects (i.e., arm and block). A connection is negated by selecting the connection point to be negated then clicking the Not Connected button. In Figure 3.10, when an arm is not holding a block, the empty relation holds. The square around the arm connection point signifies that the connection has been negated.
Finally, there is a way to describe a relation when an object is not connected to any other object. This is done by selecting a connection point on an object, then clicking the Not Connected button. This signifies that when nothing is connected to that connection point, the relation holds. In Figure 3.11 the clear relation is shown. This relation is applicable
when there is nothing connected to the top of a block (i.e., no block is on top of the block, and the block is not being held by an arm).

3.2.1.3 Operator Window

The Operator Window allows the graphical creation of operators or rules in the domain and automatically generates Prodigy operator code. In this window the work area is divided into two regions: before and after. When all the relations in the before region are true for a particular state, then the operator transforms the matched objects into the relations in the after region. Therefore, the before region defines the conditions that have to be true before the operator is applied, and the after region implicitly defines the transition between states when the operator is applied.

An operator is defined by building a picture of its before and after states. This creation process is similar to defining a relation. To create an operator, the relevant prototype objects are dragged into the before region of the work area and connected together to represent the before state. The user can then copy these objects to the after region by clicking the Copy Pre State button. This will also link the similar objects together. Thus, if the name of an object in the before state is changed, then the corresponding object's name in the after state is also changed, and vice versa. Objects can also be added directly to a region with the drag technique, but these objects are not linked with any other objects. To link two similar objects in the before and after region, the user should select the desired objects and click the Create Link button. Once the before and after states are defined, the system can automatically compute the preconditions and the effects for the operator in PDL. This computation is displayed so that the user can make modifications if needed. User modifications made to the generated code are recorded and used when the system automatically regenerates the operator due to graphical modifications the user makes.

In Figure 3.12 the operator Pickup is being defined. Similar to the relation window, the prototype objects are positioned around the work area. Note that names of objects in the operator have <> around them. This represents a variable name. Figure 3.13 shows the generated code for the Pickup operator.
Figure 3.12: Pickup operator before code is generated.

Figure 3.13: Operator Window: showing the Pickup operator with automatically generated Prodigy code.

3.2.1.4 State Window
The State Window allows the graphical description of a state and automatically generates the Prodigy state code to reflect the depiction. The initial state is a description of the state at
the beginning of planning. The definition procedure is similar to the other process. The state is defined by instances of objects and their connections. The user drags prototype objects into the work area and connects them together. From this visual representation the system generates an initial state code definition automatically. Figure 3.14 is an initial state that has three blocks on a table. The automatically generated state code is also part of the State Window.

![Figure 3.14: State Window: defining Initial-State-1.](image)

The goal state is a little different from the initial state because the goal state can have a subset of the objects in the initial state. Figure 3.15 shows a goal state, again with the automatically generated state description. The state definition can also be directly edited by the user. Again, changes made to this definition are remembered and are applied when the system automatically regenerates the state description due to graphical changes.
3.2.1.5 Problem Window

In the Problem Window the user defines the problem that is to be solved and sees the animation as the system plans the solution. In order to solve a problem, Prodigy needs to be given: 1) the operators that are to be used, 2) the initial state for the problem and 3) the goal state for the problem. These are specified separately, providing flexible problem specification. For example, one may specify several problems with the same initial state but different goal states, or test only a subset of the available operators. Figure 3.16 shows the Problem Window based on the information we previously defined. By selecting the Execute Problem button, the current problem's code is loaded into Prodigy and executed. As the planner solves the problem, the solution is graphically animated, as shown in the next section.
3.2.1.6 Example Trace

Figure 3.17 is an example trace of the system solving the problem that we previously defined. The domain and problem definition are the same as the textual domain that we defined previously. The partial trace below shows the steps the system takes in order to achieve the goal state. The system starts out by stacking the blocks in the wrong order. Later on, the system backtracks and reorders the goals. The system then stacks the blocks in the correct order and solves the problem.

The solution for the defined problem is to:
(pickup arm b table)
(stack a b arm)
(pickup arm c table)
(stack b c arm)

Another debugging tool allows the user to apply instantiated operators one by one. When applying an operator, if preconditions are not satisfied in the particular state, a message is displayed containing the relations that were not matched in the precondition. This stepping process helps the user verify that an operator is performing as believed. Of course, all graphical animation is also updated when an operator is applied successfully.
The animation algorithm provides the ability to visually trace the progress of a solution during planning. This is done systematically, as shown by Figure 3.18. Once a problem is ready to be solved, then the animation routine begins. First the graphical object information is initialized; the graphical representation of each object is displayed in the problem window at a location based upon the initial state definition. A list of all the graphical objects with supporting information is compiled and stored for animation. The graphical dependencies and relative position for each object in all the relations are computed and stored. In the next step, the PDL definition for the domain is collected and prepared to be loaded into the Prodigy planner. Once the initialization is finished, the PDL code is loaded into the planner and planning begins. During the planning phase, the planner will update the graphical display as operators are applied. This update procedure will be explained later in more detail. If the planner backtracks, then the screen flashes and the new state being worked on is drawn.

Figure 3.17: Visual animation showing blocks world problem being solved. These are several snapshot views of state changes with applied operator or backtrack command.

3.2.2 Animation Algorithm

The animation algorithm provides the ability to visually trace the progress of a solution during planning. This is done systematically, as shown by Figure 3.18. Once a problem is ready to be solved, then the animation routine begins. First the graphical object information is initialized; the graphical representation of each object is displayed in the problem window at a location based upon the initial state definition. A list of all the graphical objects with supporting information is compiled and stored for animation. The graphical dependencies and relative position for each object in all the relations are computed and stored. In the next step, the PDL definition for the domain is collected and prepared to be loaded into the Prodigy planner. Once the initialization is finished, the PDL code is loaded into the planner and planning begins. During the planning phase, the planner will update the graphical display as operators are applied. This update procedure will be explained later in more detail. If the planner backtracks, then the screen flashes and the new state being worked on is drawn.
The key to this trace animation is getting the information about the object's interaction from the relation information. When an operator adds or deletes a set of relations in the current state, the relation information is used to update the graphical display. Therefore, the initial information needed from each relation is: 1) what are the object types in the relation; 2) what are the dependencies between objects; and 3) what are the relative distances between the objects. A short example illustrating the information needed and how it is used follows.

The objects in a relation are ordered according to the object's dependency with the other objects. This order is user-defined and represented in the Dep-List of the relation window. Figure 3.19 shows the relation window with the definition of the "on" relation. The bottom object in the Dep-List is the most stable object during movement. Thus in Figure 3.20 the top block is moved to a location relative to the bottom block. The graphical distance between the two objects is used when the objects are animated in the solution trace.
Figure 3.19: The Relation Window with the on relation

Figure 3.20 shows three snapshots of an animation trace. The first snapshot shows B right before an operator is applied to add (on B A). Snapshot two shows the result of that relation being added to the state. See how block B moved relative to the position of block A. Further in the solution trace, snapshot three shows the after effects of adding the (on C B) relation to the state. In this case block C moved relative to the position of block B.

Figure 3.20: Adding the on relation to a state. The relative distance between the two objects in the relation is used to determine object placement.
The above description gives an overview of the animation process, but the movement of objects relative to each other is slightly more complicated. The previous dependencies of objects are also used to compute an object's new location. When an operator is applied, the internal state of the planner is updated and all the added and deleted relations are then used to generate the animation. Deleted relations remove object dependencies and erase objects on the screen; added relations create new dependencies among objects and move the objects to a new location. Below is a description and example of the relation effects.

For each deleted relation:

- Each object in the relation is erased from the screen.
- Each object's dependency, based upon the particular relationship, is deleted.

For example, deleting the (holding B An_Arm) relation erases the objects from the screen and breaks the dependencies of B and An_Arm.

For each added relation:

- New dependencies between objects are recorded based upon the relation. For example, when the relation (on B A) is added, B is set to depend on A.
- The order of object movement (i.e., move an object before another object) is set based upon the relation. For example, in the previous on relation, A is moved before B.
- A relative displacement function is computed for each object. For example, the function (move-rel 0 -30 A B) is stored for the object B's move function relative to A.
- A topological sort on the objects is done based upon its previous and present dependencies. For example, in the states of Figure 320 sort all objects in the state (A, B, C, An_Arm, A_Table).
- Move all the objects to their new locations in the order of the sort using the displacement function. This is done by applying the displacement functions to the objects in sorted order.
- Redraw all the objects in the domain.

The deletion of relations must be done before the addition of relations. Using the above algorithm in all the domains that were developed in APPRENTICE, the solution trace provided a realistic animation of the planner execution. In cases where there are circular
dependencies this animation may break down but this did not become a factor in the domains developed thus far.

3.2.3 Primitive Elements for the Domain Builder

APPRENTICE is just one implementation of domain developing techniques that aid in knowledge acquisition. This section removes the implementation details and describes the underlying set of primitives that are needed to develop a domain using the APPRENTICE technique. Understanding these primitives will make the incorporation of newly developed interface techniques easier. These primitives support the development of domain definitions that have objects, operators, states, and instances. The primitives are defined below, followed by examples from both the blocks world and a business organization chart domain.

Object Creation - The ability to define a visual representation of the domain objects. *For example, visually represent a block or a business division.*

Object Variable Definitions - The ability to refer to a class of objects. This is used in the definition of relations and operators. *For example, be able to make reference to any block or business division.*

Object Connection Points - The ability to define a set of physical locations, either explicitly or implicitly, on each object and allow the objects to connect with one another. This will form relations between the objects. *For example, form connections at the top and bottom of a block or connections at the top and bottom of a division icon.*

Object Attributes - The ability to associate attributes with individual objects. *For example, the weight of a block, the number of workers in a division.*

Relation Definition - The ability to define relationships between objects types or instances by connecting their connection points. *For example, block on another block, subdivision under a division.*
Relation Graphical Relative Position - The ability to define the graphical relative position of objects. This is important during animation to give a realistic portrayal of the solution. For example, a block positioned on top of another block, a subdivision positioned underneath a division.

Relation Dependency - The ability during the graphical trace for objects to be drawn relative to one another. The ability to define a dependency list defining the drawing precedence of objects is also important. This can be implicitly or explicitly controlled by the user. For example, use the location of the bottom block to get the relative position of the top block, use the division location to get the position of its subdivision.

Composition Element Creation - The ability to create a static description or state using a set of relations. For example, block A on block B and block B on a table, a business organizational chart.

Transition Element Creation - The ability to use the differences between composition elements to describe a state transition. For example, pickup a block, reassigning a subdivision.

Solution Tracing - The ability to inspect the problem solution as operators are applied. For example, animate the robot arm moving or animate a subdivision changing the division it reports to during a reorganization.

The above primitives can be combined together to create a system that allows users to develop domains faster and more accurately (see Chapter 4). The development paradigm is based on creating domain objects, relations, operators, and states. Below are the definitions of these elements.

Prototype and Instance Definition - A prototype is a class of physical objects defined. These prototypes are graphically defined, have ways of expressing connection with other physical objects, and can represent attributes about themselves. An instance is an actual physical object copied from the prototype definitions.
Relations Definition - Relations are definitions of how physical objects connect with one another. The definition should include the objects forming the relation, the physical orientation between the objects, and the interconnected dependency between objects. The latter two criteria are used for the animation of the domain.

State Definition - States are a set of objects and their relations with each other. States are defined by creating composition elements previously discussed.

Operator Definition - Operators are sets of objects and relations defining when the operator is applicable to a situation and a set of effects that occur when an operator has been applied. Therefore, the operator is a combination of the composition element for the before part and a transition element describing the difference between the before part and an after state for the effects part.

Solutions Animation - Problem solving can be graphically traced as the problem is being solved, providing visual feedback from the problem solver by using the relation definitions. An algorithm for dynamically tracing a solution was given in section 3.2.2.

Using APPRENTICE as the model, the domain elements described above are shown to be an effective model for doing knowledge acquisition of visual domains. It has also been demonstrated that these elements can be translated into code that a planner can use to solve a problem in the domain. With these primitives, other user interfaces can be built to be effective in providing users with an intuitive system for KA.

3.3 Framegraphics - Low Level Graphics

A flexible graphical tool was needed to build an interactive system like APPRENTICE. I developed a frame-based graphical system called Framegraphics for the development of APPRENTICE. Because of its ease of use, flexibility, and extensibility, Framegraphics has also been used as the interface for building a piano tutoring system [Joseph 91] and an ontological graphical editor [Nirenburg 88].
This object-oriented graphical toolkit was built using Framekit 2.0 [Nyberg 88], a frame-based knowledge representation language. Framegraphics provides a machine-independent graphical system for rapidly prototyping user interfaces in a Common Lisp environment. It is currently running on the Macintosh under Allegro 1.2, on the IBM RT/PC under CMULisp and X11, and on the Sparc workstation under Allegro and X11. Figure 3.21 shows a block diagram of Framegraphics organization.

In Framegraphics, graphical objects are represented by frames and stored in a is-a/instance-of hierarchy. The parent frame of all graphical objects is the frame "graphic-object," but only instance-of frames within the graphic-object hierarchy are displayable objects. The graphic-object frame stores the default behavior for graphical objects. This default behavior is in the form of functions, demons, and values stored in slots. This means that a graphical object can be created with very little work, yet have default behavior. This default behavior also helps users quickly learn how to use the application system by providing a consistent interface.

The system's default behavior is modelled after the Macintosh interface. Objects can be selected by a mouse click, they can be moved by click and drag, multiple selected objects can be moved, etc.
Most of this default behavior is implemented as function names stored as slot values. To run a particular function, first the slot value is retrieved using inheritance. Then the value is executed with the current frame information as its parameters. The move-proc slot is an example of this. When a screen item is moved, the move-proc slot is queried. If a value is not found locally, which is usually the case, the inheritance mechanism returns a value from the hierarchy. This value is then used as a function, and the arguments of the local frame are the parameters. This is a very powerful method to share code among objects.

This default behavior can also be easily modified or extended for an individual object or a class of objects. In APPRENTICE it was extremely easy to add a help facility. It took only an hour to develop a functional help system so that objects on the screen could provide information about themselves. This was accomplished by adding a help-proc slot with a help function to the high level "apprentice-graphic-object" frame, the top display frame for the apprentice interface. This function took the local frame name and retrieved information from its help-msg slot. These strings were then displayed along with the frame name. By adding a textual description to the selected help-msg slot, help information could be tailored for individual screen objects or classes of objects. Currently the help system is activated by an alt-click selection on a particular graphical object. Again, this activation was caused by adding a function to the alt-click-proc slot that called the help-proc slot function of a frame. This activation could be easily changed to work another way. For example, help could be activated by clicking a button that displays information about the selected frames. Also note that the help function can be made different for each object just by changing the help-proc slot function for the different frames.

In the same manner, I was able to add in a day the ability to generate a Postscript file from a display screen. This was developed after most of the APPRENTICE system was already built. I was able to modify the whole system by adding a function slot ps-proc. In this slot each frame or class of frames would have a function that wrote to a file the Postscript commands for displaying the object. This function was much like the drawing routine for the objects. To create a Postscript file of a window, all that was needed was to loop through the display list and have each frame run its ps-proc function sending the output to a file.

As with any object-oriented system, extending object types is a simple matter. The editor for the model window was developed and integrated into the system in about a day. It is selectable, moveable, and responds to help messages consistent with other objects, yet it
also allows the building of graphical objects. Another new object type developed was an object that displays graphs and allows interaction (selection, movement, and click procedures) with the nodes of that graph. The development and integration of these objects was effortless and straightforward.
Chapter 4 - Empirical Analysis: User Studies

The APPRENTICE system was designed as a knowledge acquisition tool to facilitate the construction of Prodigy domains. To be useful, the system needed to be usable by a wide range of people and provide more functionality and understandability than other systems. Four studies were done with APPRENTICE to evaluate its performance with multiple users and multiple domains, as well as the evolution of the system use over time. The four studies are comprised of a study of the system’s coverage and usability, a study that compares APPRENTICE and Emacs, a study of system usage over time, and a study to build a medium size domain. This chapter will describe each of these studies in detail.

4.1 Study 1: Coverage and Usability
To test the coverage and usability of APPRENTICE, 32 students from an advanced AI class participated in developing their own domains using APPRENTICE. The objective of this study was to:

- **Have multiple subjects use APPRENTICE.** This provided insight on how users interacted with the system. It helped to determine what is easy and what is difficult for others to understand. It also showed if individual conceptual models can be incorporated into domain building in APPRENTICE.

- **Get different types of domains built using APPRENTICE.** This gave an indication of what types of domains can be built using this tool. It also investigated whether the domain building philosophy was sound.

- **Determine what additional functionality is needed.** This allowed me to more fully debug and enhance the system, because other users invariably tried things that I had not considered. It also pointed out additional functionality needed.

- **Measure ease of building a working domain from a concept using APPRENTICE.** This allowed me to quantify the time it takes a person unfamiliar with APPRENTICE to use the system productively.
To reach the above objectives, each subject built in APPRENTICE a domain that they specified. The time to build the domain and the final domain produced was recorded. What follows is a description of the building process, examples of two different subjects' domains, and the measured results and analysis for all subjects.

4.1.1. Study 1: Hypothesis
The majority of users in this study should be able to use APPRENTICE successfully to build new domains.

4.1.2 Study 1: Procedure
The participants were students enrolled in the class *Artificial Intelligence: Representation and Problem Solving*. The class description from the University catalogue is as follows:

*Artificial Intelligence: Representation and Problem Solving*

Intelligent computer programs can solve problems, understand natural language, reason about their actions, and learn from experience. They do these things by manipulating internal symbolic representation. The course will cover the main types of symbolic knowledge representation and the main techniques for planning and problem solving. LISP, a computer language designed for symbolic programming, will be taught during the course, and there will be a required programming project in LISP.

Each student was required to develop a simple domain on paper using a STRIPS type syntax [Fikes 71] as part of their normal course work. The students knew nothing about APPRENTICE while they were developing these domains. During the class after the students finished the above assignment, I gave a forty-five minute lecture on APPRENTICE. As an optional assignment, the students were asked to encode their domain in APPRENTICE. Thirty-two people volunteered to do the assignment. Each student individually did the following procedure:

**Preliminary Setup**
1) The student was given a three-page description of APPRENTICE to read. This description is listed in the Appendix D - Apprentice Description.
2) I gave a short introduction describing domain elements (objects, relations, and operators).
3) The student wrote down the objects, relations, and operators in their domain.
4) The student was given a brief demonstration of how to build a simple domain (the blocks world) in APPRENTICE.

This entire preliminary setup took approximately 40 minutes.
5) The students independently built their domains using APPRENTICE.

During the study, the students never referenced their previous paper-based assignment.

With only two exceptions, all students were able to build their domains in APPRENTICE. One student (subject 3) needed an additional function for his domain that the system did not support at the time; another student's paper domain (subject 4) contained no search, so he built another domain.

The students' domains fall into several categories: recipes (making carrot cake, Kool-Aid, etc.), transportation (moving blocks outside the house, delivering pizza, etc.), games (eight puzzle), controlling an appliance (playing a CD player, washing clothes, etc.), and Biology (building DNA molecules). The students' domains ranged in complexity from the eight puzzle domain (containing 2 objects, 3 relations, and 1 operator) to a domain to compose a sub-part of a DNA molecule (containing 10 objects, 14 relations, and 11 operators). The development time for the domains ranged from 1 hour to 4.5 hours. The mean time for domain completion was 2 hours and 4 minutes. For a description of the entire subject population and domains built, see Appendix A.

4.1.3 Study 1: Results

The next section describes two representative domains (the eight puzzle and the DNA molecule domains) along with the students' visual representations and the system-generated code.

4.1.3.1 Eight Puzzle Domain

The eight puzzle domain consists of squares adjacent to one another and numbered tiles that sit on top of the squares. This was the simplest domain built as part of study 1. The playing board is composed of 3x3 squares and a set of tiles on all but one of the squares (there is always a square without a tile on it). The tiles have unique identifiers (e.g. numbers, letters, etc.). A tile can be moved to the empty square if the tiled square is adjacent to the empty square. The tiles start out in one configuration; the goal is to get to a final configuration through a series of tile moves. Figure 4.1 illustrates the eight puzzle game.
Subject 8 encoded the eight puzzle domain in APPRENTICE as follows. The subject first built two objects (a tile and a square) with connection points. The tile and the square are pictured in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2: Square and tile objects for the eight puzzle domain.](image)

The next step was to build relations. There are three relations. They are "adjacent," one square connected to another; "on," a square with a tile on it; and "square-empty," a square without a tile on it. The three relations are shown in Figure 4.3. Note: the box on the square connection point in the square-empty relation means that the relationship is true if the connection does not exist (there is no connection between the square and any tile).

![Figure 4.3: Relations for the eight puzzle domain.](image)

The only operator is to move a tile. This operator is pictured in Figure 4.4. The automatically generated code that the system produced is in Figure 4.5. The MOVE...
operator requires that there exist two squares that are adjacent to one another, and a tile is on one square, and the adjacent square is empty. When the operator fires, the tile moves from the initially tiled square to the other square, leaving the previously tiled square empty.

![Diagram of move operator](image)

**Figure 4.4:** APPRENTICE definition of the move operator for the eight puzzle domain.

```lisp
(Operator MOVE
  (prms ((<Square238> SQUARE)
          (<Square239> SQUARE)
          (<Tile178> TILE)))
  (preconds
    (and (On <Tile178> <Square238>)
         (Square-empty <Square239>)
         (Adjacent <Square238> <Square239>)
         (Adjacent <Square239> <Square238>))
  (effects ((del (On <Tile178> <Square238>))
            (del (Square-empty <Square239>))
            (add (On <Tile178> <Square239>))
            (add (Square-empty <Square238>))))
```

**Figure 4.5:** Automatically generated Prodigy code from the graphically defined MOVE operator.

Initial and goal states were also built. For brevity of explanation, a 2x2 puzzle will be used in the following description. Figure 4.6 shows an initial state that the user defined using a 2x2 puzzle (this problem is also known as the three-puzzle).
Figure 4.6: An initial state for the three-puzzle in APPRENTICE and in Prodigy.

A goal state for the three-puzzle is represented in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: A goal state for the three-puzzle in APPRENTICE and in Prodigy.

By specifying the initial state, goal state, and operator(s), the problem can now be run with animation. Figure 4.8 shows a set of snapshots along the solution path. Since this was an easy problem, the solution was found right away.
4.1.3.2 DNA Molecule Domain

Another domain that a student built was a procedure for building sub-parts of a DNA molecule with organic building blocks. This is one of the most complex domains built as a part of study 1. This domain is a student’s view of a very complex process and should not be viewed as a valid description of a genetic process.

DNA is a double helical, long molecule structure composed of several building blocks. The connections between the two parallel sides consist of pairs of organic base elements: adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine. Adenine can only pair with thymine, and guanine can only pair with cytosine. This domain deals with the construction of these nucleotide pairs.

The basic elements in this domain are the organic building blocks (cytosine, guanine, thymine, adenine), a chemical mediator (enzyme), a transport element (ribosome), and nucleotide pairs (a-t-pairs and g-c-pairs). These objects are shown below.

Figure 4.9: Objects in the DNA molecule domain.
The relations in this domain are depicted below and represent the interaction between the domain objects. These relationships are between the organic building blocks, the ribosome and the organic building blocks, the enzyme and the organic building blocks, and the composition elements of the nucleotide pairs.

![Diagram of DNA molecule domain relationships]

Figure 4.10: Relations in the DNA molecule domain.

Finally, the operators consist of the procedure to connect the organic building blocks into the appropriate nucleotide pair. This consists of using the ribosome to transport the building blocks to the correct location and allow the elements to be connected together. Below are the visual representations of the operators. The generated code will be included in Appendix B.
Finally the initial and goal state of a problem is shown. The system then figures out the sequence of operators to apply to go from this initial state to the goal state.

Figure 4.11: Operators in the DNA molecule domain.
Figure 4.12: Initial problem state in the DNA molecule domain

Figure 4.13: Goal problem state in the DNA molecule domain.

The solution for the above problem is:

- pick-up-guan guan1 ribol
- put-g-next-to-c guan1 ribol cytol
- pick-up-enzy ribol enzy1
- put-e-next-to-g ribol guan1 enzy1
- make-g-c-pair g-c-pair1 cytol guan1 enzy1
- pick-up-aden ribol aden1
- put-a-next-to-t aden1 thyml ribol
- pick-up-enzy ribol enzy2
- put-e-next-to-a ribol enzy2 aden1
- make-a-t-pair thyml aden1 enzy2 a-t-pair1 thyml

4.1.3.3 Other Results

After students finished their domains, they were asked to complete a questionnaire. Their overall impressions were very favorable, and their comments helped me to improve the system. On the following page is a representative sample of these comments.
I had a need for multiple subclasses but there was no easy way to do this. The ability to specify objects as a subclass of another object is now available.*

Such a system seems necessary in order to deliver the power of planning engines to computer-laypeople.

Robot Taking Customer's Order - 1

The interactive nature of the Apprentice system made the development of the domain and the solution generation of the problems fun.

Bicycling - 8

For all the praise I offered in the above paragraph, I must now urge you to make the user interface even easier, and more conforming to various standards that have evolved in U.L. design. For example, a coherent and consistent way to navigate the program’s states is needed. Sometimes, I would have to click on a word to return, and others I would click on a button. I really do feel like I am being nitpicky, however, because I was very pleased with all the less trivial aspects of Apprentice, in particular how it represents the domain with objects, operators and states. More consistency is added to how Apprentice works.*

I am skeptical about the usefulness of Apprentice (or even a more complex system of its nature) for a more complicated domain than the sort we have been looking at.

This problem is dealt with in the medium size domains.*

Robot Fetching - 10

I am not sure about the scalability issue — I think one of the bigger problems would be the graphical display of a lot of data and some automated methods for keeping the pictures cohesive and understandable.

This problem is dealt with in the medium size domains.*
+ Add the ability to animate the plan solution.
+ Have ability to save other plan solution
+ Have the intermediate steps displayed in an output

Passing Blocks - 13

Providing for multiple objects of the same class, but with different attributes, or anything involving attributes was not so obvious. It needs to provide an easier method for dealing with attributes, perhaps labeling objects in relations and operators with the attributes.

The ability to handle attributes better will either be discussed or improved.*

Playing CD Player - 20

The graphical interface is very straightforward to use and simply requires a brief session of just playing around with the system to get used to it.

People Showering - 2

Certain functionality of the system and its use was underspecified in the system’s help feature and in the hardcopy documentation.

A more thorough manual has been written and the help system has been updated.*

Killing Roach - 7

I was able to build my “DNA World” domain and it worked! It took adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine molecules and made A-T and G-C pairs out of them with the help of a ribosome and enzymes.

Apprentice was fun to use. I was able to get my domain, which was just ideas on paper to actually run.

DNA World - 19

There was too much overlapping of graphics and text. Its was at times difficult to tell what was on the screen. The fact that all user-defined objects and states automatically went to the same screen location (first position on the left side) was confusing. The arbitrariness of the location of various pieces of information was noticeable and added to the confusion of a novice.

This is a confusing point but is just a programming fix. It was useful enough for an experimental system.*

I think that the state information (which was not printed in novice mode) is quite helpful. However, once again, the screen clutter is a problem.

Overall, I found it to be a great visual method for entering my domain, and I agree this is a superior method for knowledge acquisition.

Playing CD Player - 12

I built the domain I started out with although I added a few more operators and states to make it more complicated. It was generally easy to use, and it was kind of fun. I liked the fact that we had to draw our operators and states. I think this makes it more interesting and easier to follow.

Fixing Kool-Aid - 17

Learning whether to right click, left click, etc. at each point took some getting used to, but after time became easy to use.

Feeding the Cat - 21

* The Bold Text is my comments.
4.1.4 Study 1: Analysis

APPRENTICE was used successfully by a varied set of people, over several types of domains, in a relatively short time. All domains that the students tried to build in APPRENTICE successfully lead to a running system. The students were diverse, ranging from college sophomores to first year graduate students, and majors ranging from Computer Science to Music. The system supported the development of several types of domains like solving the eight puzzle, building a DNA molecule, cooking a carrot cake, and delivering pizza.

The students also helped debug and enhance the system. Some developments that resulted from this study were better consistency checking, increased functionality with class specification and hierarchy of objects, and increased system-directed help and user warnings. Finally, an intangible result was that the students enjoyed using the system. They found it "easy and fun."

A closer analysis of the study 1 data provides more characterization of the domain development process. The average time for domain development was two hours and four min. In Figure 4.14 statistics from the data are shown. Figure 4.15 is a plot of the subjects versus their development time. It also shows the development time median (120), quartiles (100, 140) and whiskers (60, 200). Notice that in the chart there are three subject development times that seemed to be inconsistent with the rest. A light gray box surrounds these times. Analysis was done on the data with and without these subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32 Subjects</th>
<th>29 Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median Time</td>
<td>120.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time</td>
<td>124.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation Time</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Objects</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Relations</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Operators</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.14: Statistics for 32 and 29 subjects in study 1.
I also analyzed the relationships between the different elements of the domains. Figure 4.16 shows the comparison plots. The object and relation elements are strongly correlated, where the operators are not correlated with either the objects or the relations.

Using the data from the study I did a multiple regression on the 29 subjects. Time was the dependent variable and objects, relations, and operators were the independent variables. Also because of the close correlation between objects and relations, I did another multiple regression using just objects and operators as the independent variables. For each regression the squared multiple R was .2 which means that other factors were dominating
the time development (e.g., background of students, complexity of graphical objects, domain types being developed, etc.).

4.1.5 Study 1: Conclusion
The hypothesis was confirmed. All subjects were able to encode working domains using APPRENTICE and none of the domains was preselected for its visually oriented properties. APPRENTICE showed a wide applicability to many domains.

4.2 Study 2: APPRENTICE Versus Emacs Study
This study compares the use of APPRENTICE to build a domain versus the use of Emacs, a typical text editor commonly used by programmers, to build a domain. The objective of this study was to:

- Test the productivity of users with APPRENTICE versus Emacs. This provides quantitative results about users' productivity when building domains utilizing these two methods.
- Test user's comprehension of new domains represented graphically versus domains represented textually. This gives an indication of how well a domain is understood when it is represented by pictures or by simple textual "if-then" rules.
- Test the usability of APPRENTICE with a variety of users from prodigy experts to non-programmer users. This provides a diverse population of users for APPRENTICE. The system was tested and enhanced similar to study 1.

This is a two-phase study. Phase 1 compares the time it takes different types of users to build domains in APPRENTICE versus Emacs. Phase 2 measures each subject's ability to understand already built domains, using multiple choice questions.

4.2.1 Study 2: Hypothesis
Non-technical users will encode and understand domains faster and with more accuracy with APPRENTICE than Emacs.

4.2.2 Study 2: Procedure
In both phases four types of people were used:

PRODIGY EXPERTS are graduate students currently working on various projects that use Prodigy. They have an in-depth understanding of Prodigy and its use and have used Emacs as their primary tool for building domains.
**AI Industry Employees** are members of Carnegie Group, Inc., an AI company located primarily in Pittsburgh. These employees are familiar with AI terminology and have worked with Emacs extensively. They knew nothing about Prodigy before the experiment.

**CMU AI Experts** are subjects who are working in AI at Carnegie Mellon University. This group is very familiar with AI programming techniques and the use of Emacs but had no prior knowledge of Prodigy.

**Non-technical Users** are subjects who were unfamiliar with the field of AI and had only limited computer experience. Computer exposure for these individuals has been limited to word processing software, drawing packages, and simple database use.

### 4.2.2.1 Phase 1: Domain Building

For Phase 1 each subject's task was to build a domain in Apprentice and a different domain in Emacs. The specified domains were a package delivery domain and a robot path planning domain. The two domains were of equal complexity. They used a similar number of objects, relations, and operators. To gain experience developing domains in both systems, each subject used a small pizza-delivery domain for practice. A description of each domain is in Appendix D.

Emacs was chosen as the text editor for development comparison because it is currently used to develop domains in Prodigy and is similar to other methods used to build domains in typical planning systems. The Prodigy language syntax has an if-then syntax, indicative of the syntax of a lot of expert systems. The instruction that each user was given for how to use each system is in Appendix D. The instruction for using Emacs shows the PDL without universal quantifiers.

**Phase 1: Procedure**

Each subject was given an introductory page about Prodigy and Expert Systems (see Appendix D). The page also presented the very simple practice domain, a pizza-delivery domain. Once subjects finished reading the introductory page, they used the following procedure with each system. For example, a subject would do the following procedure in Emacs, and then repeat the procedure using APPRENTICE.

**Preliminary Setup**

1) The subject read a two-page description of the system they were going to use.
2) The subject was given a demonstration building a subset of the blocks world domain in the current system.

3) The subject built the practice pizza-delivery domain in the current system.

**Procedure**

4) Finally, the subject built one of the experimental domains on their own using the appropriate system.

After the first system was used, the subjects went back to the Preliminary Setup and repeated the process with the other system.

While the subjects were building their domains, timing data was being recorded. Each subject built one domain using APPRENTICE and the other domain using Emacs. Each domain was built with each system being used by at least one person in a particular group. For example, in the AI Employee group, Subject 1 built the Strips domain using APPRENTICE and the Logistics domain using Emacs, whereas Subject 2 built the Strips domain using Emacs and the Logistics domain using APPRENTICE. This information is presented in Figure 4.17.

**4.2.1.1 Phase 1: Results**

The charts in Figure 4.17 display the amount of time it took each subject to build a particular domain with a specific system. Subjects are grouped together according to the four types discussed earlier. Each subject's results are depicted in the boxes under S#. The domain that was being built is shown along the left side of the box (except for the non-technical users). The interior squares show the system that the subject used to build the particular domain and the amount of time it took that person to do it. The order in which the domains were built is represented from top to bottom. The shaded boxes are the domains that were built using APPRENTICE, and the bold face type shows the faster time for each subject. The XX represents an individual's inability to come close to task completion within a two-hour period.
Figure 4.17: Phase 1 domain building time. The chart shows faster development time for APPRENTICE than Emacs for all but the seasoned Prodigy expert.

4.2.1.1.2 Phase 1: Analysis

Except for the Prodigy experts, all subjects were able to build domains faster by using APPRENTICE than by using Emacs. Several people were unable to even build domains using Emacs. As expected, the non-technical users had the biggest ratio difference between domains built using APPRENTICE and domains built using Emacs, as seen in Figure 4.18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMU AI Experts</th>
<th>AI Industry Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Technical Users</td>
<td>Prodigy Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XX means that the Emacs domains were not successfully completed.

Figure 4.18: Ratio of domain building time (EM/AP).
This strong indication that visual domains are built faster in APPRENTICE than in Emacs can be further analyzed. For this analysis let's ignore the Prodigy experts. They are well versed in Prodigy and had built many domains in Emacs similar to the domains in the study. Ignoring the Prodigy experts, all other subjects developed domains faster in APPRENTICE. The probability of all seven subjects randomly developing domains in APPRENTICE faster is $1/2^7$ or 0.78%. This gives a strong indication that people similar to the ones in this study (excluding the Prodigy experts) will develop visual domains faster in APPRENTICE than in Emacs.

4.2.2.2 Phase 2: Domain Understanding

Phase 2 tested the ability of a user to understand a new domain represented graphically versus a domain represented textually. Each subject was asked ten questions about a domain represented textually, and ten questions about a different domain represented graphically. The two domains used for this experiment were the monkey and banana domain and the blocks world domain. As with phase 1, each domain was studied using both systems for each subject type.

Phase 2: PROCEDURE

This process was also automated. The user was presented with an operator or a set of initial and goal states. The user was then asked several multiple-choice questions pertaining to the representation. Below are typical graphical and textual displays, along with a sample multiple-choice question. All questions for both representations are in Appendix E.

Figure 4.19: Graphical representations with a multiple-choice question.
If
(monkey-at-loc <11> <monk>)
(connected <11> <12>)
(connected <12> <11>))

Then
(del (monkey-at-loc <11> <monk>))
(add (monkey-at-loc <12> <monk>))

Is operator op4 representing?
1) Grabbing the banana 3) Monkey moving the block
2) Monkey moving himself 4) Monkey getting on the block

Figure 4.20: Textual representations with a multiple-choice question.

The time to complete all the questions and the subject's answers were automatically recorded for each user.

4.2.1.2.1 Phase 2: Results
The results of the users' responses are shown in Figure 4.21. The highlighted areas depict answers about the graphical representation. Bold letters represent answers that were wrong. Inside the squares are the domain and representation the subject used, the time it took the subject to answer the questions, and the number of answers the subject got wrong. For a complete description of the questions and the wrong answers that were given see Appendix E.
Figure 4.21: Results of Phase 2, showing much better understanding (fewer errors) for APPRENTICE than Emacs.

4.2.1.2.2 Phase 2: Analysis

The subjects understood domains presented graphically more accurately and more quickly than domains presented textually. The mean time for answering all ten questions for the graphic representation was 238 seconds with a standard deviation of 87 seconds, but for the textual representation the mean time was 320 seconds with a standard deviation of 200 seconds.

Also all the subjects got the answers correct for the graphical representation, except for one answer by a non-technical subject. In question 6 of the monkey and banana domain, the move block operator did not have the monkey connected to the block (see Figure 4.21). The subject didn’t think the monkey was moving the block but just moving himself. Also
note that the same subject understood the graphical representation much better than the
textual representation, as seen by the eight wrong answers about the textual representation.

Is operator op4 representing?
1) Grabbing the banana  3) Monkey moving the block
2) Monkey moving himself  4) Monkey getting on the block

Figure 4.22: Question 6 representing the move-block operator.

There were more wrong answers for the textual representation. Four subjects got a
combined total of 13 wrong answers for the textual representative questions. Although the
questions and the rules were very simple, the subjects still had difficulty quickly
understanding a totally new domain.

4.2.3 Study 2: Analysis
The results of study 2 were:
• Domains were built faster using APPRENTICE than Emacs for all but the most
seasoned Prodigy users. This study was done with users of different degrees of
computer experience. Even users who were proficient in Emacs were able to use
APPRENTICE faster.
• Users who had limited computer expertise were able to effectively build domains in
APPRENTICE, yet some were unable to do so in Emacs.
• When given unknown domain definitions, users understood the domains better in
APPRENTICE-type graphical descriptions than a textual STRIPS-type methodology.
Again, users found the system to be "fun and easy."

4.2.4 Study 2: Conclusion
The hypothesis was confirmed. Non-technical (and all non-Prodigy) users were more productive with APPRENTICE than Emacs. Every user was able to build a successful domain using APPRENTICE while some non-technical users could not build a domain using Emacs.

4.3 Learning Study
In this study a subject built four domains over time. The goal of this study was to see the speed in which productivity increased. The subject used for this was subject 2 from the Prodigy expert group from Study 2. Three additional domains where built by the subject over the course of one day. These domains were hiking world, loading truck world, and robot picking tulip world. They can be found in Appendix G. All domains were of similar complexity to the strips domain that was previously built. The domains had three objects, four relations, and two to four operators in them. The results are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject 2</th>
<th>Strips</th>
<th>Hiking</th>
<th>Load Truck</th>
<th>Picking Tulips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 min</td>
<td>25 min</td>
<td>35 min</td>
<td>25 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.23: Table of subject 2's domain building time. The domains were built in order from left to right.

As Figure 4.23 shows, the user took less time to build the domains as experience increased. This experiment is not meant as a scientific study but as an indication that experience using APPRENTICE will improve development time.

4.4 Study 4: Medium Size Domain Building
A medium size domain with 34 operators was developed to test the scalability of APPRENTICE. The objectives of this study were to:

- **Determine the APPRENTICE techniques useful in developing larger domains.** As domains get larger, how does the APPRENTICE system aid or hinder the development process?
- **Explore additional techniques needed for development of larger domains.** What are some of the requirements of domains as they get larger?
• Investigate issues of developing a domain over time. In the other studies the domains were developed in one sitting. What are some of the things that affect the creation of a domain during multiple development sessions?

In this study, I took an already established large machining domain and developed a subportion of it in APPRENTICE over time. The domain is described in the next section, followed by what I learned from the experience.

4.4.1 Study 4: Hypothesis
APPRENTICE scales up to larger domains.

4.4.2 Study 4: Procedure
The domain I used had been previously developed and recorded in a technical report at CMU [Gil 90]. An excerpt from the abstract of that report follows:

Much research is being done on the automation of manufacturing processes. The planning component in the production stage is very significant, due to the variety of alternative processes, their complexity, and their interactions. This document describes a specification of some manufacturing processes, including the machining, joining, and finishing of parts. The aim of this specification is not to be comprehensive or detailed, but to present the AI community with a model of a complex and realistic application...[Gil 90]

Over a three-month period, working part time, I developed a sub-portion of the machining domain in APPRENTICE. This required understanding the machining domain, debugging and enhancing APPRENTICE, and understanding some subtle features about Nolimit. The developed domain consists of 33 objects, 77 relations and 34 operators. The operators consist of operations to drill, saw, plane, polish, and mill parts. The graphical and textual representations of the domain are included in Appendix F.

4.4.3 Study 4: Results
Larger domains are very hard to build using any system. In developing the machining domain there were three areas of results: 1) ways in which graphical techniques aided in the domain development; 2) additional programming algorithms that aided in domain development; and 3) techniques that were not programmed but could provide some support for domain development.

The graphical representation of the domain provided several aids to the domain development, the first being that visual images are very helpful in not forgetting relevant
information. When building the operator to saw a part it was obvious that the band saw had to have a blade in it and the part had to be on the band saw table. Also the graphical images helped me to remember what state I left the domain in from the last session. This was very useful because I was constantly going out of town during the development of this domain.

As the domain increased in size and complexity the knowledge base changed. These changes were in the form of object name changes, object appearance changes, connection points moved, relation definition changes, operator definition changes, and states definition changes. Some of the consistency checking was already a part of the system; but as the machining domain increased, more consistency checking and updating was needed. For example, when an object name changed, the relation, operator, and state that used that object had to be updated. Figure 4.24 shows the impact elements have on other elements when they change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Change</th>
<th>relations</th>
<th>operators</th>
<th>states</th>
<th>problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>objects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relations</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>states</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.24: Table of the elements that are impacted when an element is changed.

Another feature in the system that proved to be useful was being able to test sub-parts of the domain. This was achieved by being able to define a problem with a subset of the defined operators and being able to individually test an operator with user-selected instantiation.

As the domain got bigger there were other features that I thought could aid in the domain development. One feature was the ability to copy and paste objects. The second was the ability to abstract the relation definition or at least automate the definition of relations for objects in the same hierarchy. Currently a relation definition involving a machine would also need to be explicitly defined for all different types machine (e.g., put-vise-on-machine needs to be defined for the machine, drill, planner, and mill objects). It would be good if,
when a relation was defined for a parent object (i.e., a machine object), the system defined the other relations automatically, allowing the user to change any that were incorrect. Finally, attributes need to be handled better. As the complexity of the domain increased attributes became more and more important. The size of the part and the hole position are some of these attributes. Allowing the attributes to be handled with a more graphical methodology would help increase the user’s domain understanding.

4.4.4 Study 4: Conclusion
The hypothesis was confirmed. APPRENTICE does scales up to larger domains. For future work more investigation can be done on scaling up domains in APPRENTICE.
Chapter 5 - Domain Characteristics

This chapter discusses the domain characteristics that are conducive to efficient domain development in APPRENTICE. Since APPRENTICE provides the ability to textually edit any portion of a domain, any domain developed for Prodigy can be built using APPRENTICE. There are, however, some characteristics that are better suited for APPRENTICE's graphical form of knowledge acquisition. In essence, APPRENTICE performs best with domains in which the central part of the domain is represented by objects, relations, and operators; with domains that are highly visual; and with domains that involve procedural tasks.

In Study 1, 30 of the 32 domains suggested by AI students prior to any knowledge of APPRENTICE were easily acquired via APPRENTICE. Therefore, visual-orientation is a very wide-ranging property for most domains.

It is my belief that knowledge acquisition should be done with multiple techniques, in which the KA system strives to closely resemble the way the expert thinks about and solves problems in the domain being developed. It is important for the designers of knowledge acquisition system to understand different techniques to help develop versatile "hybrid" KA systems. With such combined systems, the strengths of each technique can be utilized by selecting the most appropriate one for each situation.

To help identify the strengths of the APPRENTICE techniques, this chapter addresses the characteristics of a domain that makes the domain amenable to APPRENTICE. I will also discuss the ability of APPRENTICE to develop medium size domains, as well as some issues of expanding domain knowledge.

5.1 Positive Domain Characteristics

A set of domain characteristics emerged as multiple domains were built in APPRENTICE. APPRENTICE-like techniques are useful with domains having the primary characteristics of 1) objects central to the domain's representation; 2) visual images corresponding to the domain objects; and 3) modelling a procedural task. Other secondary domain
characteristics that APPRENTICE can handle well are domains in which the objects are grouped in a hierarchy and domains in which object attributes relate only to a particular object.

Domains in which objects are central to the representation can be described in terms of the objects, relations, and operators. This domain description parallels the development process for building domains in APPRENTICE. This allows the expert to focus on the domain information and not on the system representational language. This key characteristic has been a predominant characteristic in all the domains that have been built thus far in APPRENTICE.

Alternatively, in the absence of physical objects, the APPRENTICE approach works well if a mental description of the domain with a highly visual representation can be formulated (e.g. packet switching). This allows the expert to create visual images of a domain, similar to the mental representation that the expert already has, and eliminates some of the mental translation that the expert has to do in order to develop a domain.

Another characteristic that APPRENTICE supports well is domain modelling of a procedural task that has a structured approach to planning problem solutions, such as cooking a carrot cake or machining a metal part. These tasks follow the expert/apprentice paradigm in which the expert demonstrates to an apprentice how to solve a problem in the domain. The expert is first concerned about building a common language with the apprentice; thus, object and relation descriptions are needed. Then the expert is concerned about relaying to the apprentice the procedural or operational information in which the objects and relations are used to describe the operational information. For domains that are not solving a procedural task, such as text composition or unstructured troubleshooting, a different set of techniques are needed, and an APPRENTICE-like approach would not work well.

The other characteristics that have been shown to be supported by APPRENTICE are the hierarchy relationship between objects (e.g., drill is-a machine), and the attribute description of individual objects (e.g., weight of block, etc.).
5.2 APPRENTICE Limitations

There are also certain domain characteristics that do not seem to be conducive to the APPRENTICE techniques. Of course, domains that are not visual prove to be difficult to express with the system. Another limitation in the current system is the difficulty of expressing multidimensional relations. These types of relations represent the relationship between objects in two- or three-dimensional space. I briefly discuss the needs and specifications for allowing this type of relations definition in section 6.3.3.

Another difficulty with APPRENTICE derives from the planning system itself. Nolimit does not handle infinite type variables (i.e., numbers, time, etc.) very cleanly. Variables of this type cannot be bound in an operator from the state definition during planning. This requires custom Lisp code to be written to generate the appropriate instances of the variables. This is handled by brute force in the APPRENTICE system, and none of the domains observed made extensive use of infinite type variables. Because the difficulty in dealing with infinite types is due to the underlying problem solver, APPRENTICE may deal with infinite types better using another planner.

For the largest domains that were built in APPRENTICE, the limited screen real estate did not cause a problem. But as domains get bigger and there is a high degree of interaction among objects, I expect that there will not be enough room on the screen for all the graphics. This limitation can be minimized by developing better techniques for allowing the user to store and display needed information, such as techniques for creating abstract object types that can graphically represent multiple objects as one. For example the strips domain could be extended to have multiple buildings with several rooms. A plan consists of moving packages from one location to another. This may mean moving packages between buildings. To encode the operator to move packages between buildings only the buildings need to be considered. To encode the operator to move packages between rooms only the rooms in a particular building need to be considered. By allowing abstract object definitions to handle this type of context sensitive usage screen real estate can be conserved and larger domains can be better organized.

Finally, some information can be expressed more concisely and with greater ease in a non-visual representation (e.g., mathematical formulas, programming, etc.). As discussed previously, the expert should be allowed to use other methods to represented domain
information, thus allowing maximum flexibility for the expert. APPRENTICE shows some amount of this ability by allowing the generated code to be edited manually.

5.3 Techniques That Aid Large Domain Development

Large domains share certain characteristics that have to be addressed. With large domains there are many things to keep track of, multiple interactions to coordinate, and many details to incorporate into the knowledge base. Several APPRENTICE techniques aid in the development of these large domains.

The ability to have the visual representation closely match the physical domain aids in cueing the expert to needed information during domain development. For example, if the expert is developing the operator to drill a hole in a part, it is obviously easy to graphically identify the drill-bit not being in place. This error would be more difficult to find in a textual representation. As the domain increases in size, this ability to detect obvious inconsistencies becomes more and more valuable.

The structure of APPRENTICE gives an expert a consistent paradigm for developing a knowledge base, while also allowing the flexibility to build sub-parts one at a time. Because the domain closely resembles the knowledge being encoded and the development procedures are easily understood, the expert has a clear focus on what information needs to be added and where that information should go. Also, the expert can develop different parts of the domain as appropriate. This allows the expert to change focus and develop relevant information. For example, the expert can develop a portion of the domain (e.g., relevant objects, relations, and operators) to drill a hole in a part, and later develop the portion of the domain to polish a part. This flexibility is very important in developing large domains in segments.

Large domains are developed over time during many sessions. The expert may go for long periods of time without using or reviewing certain information. The visualization helps the expert quickly recall the previous work. The graphics also help experts at the beginning of a new session determine where they ended from the last session.

With a shared visual representation, multiple developers can easily communicate to develop and maintain a large knowledge base. The demonstrated ease in domain understanding indicates the feasibility of this coordinated effort.
As a domain increases in size during development, some of the APPRENTICE techniques can be used to help make this development more efficient. APPRENTICE has several capabilities that aid in the expansion of a domain. These are consistency checking, inheritance of objects, unknown relations warnings, and a customizable interface.

Consistency checking allows changes made to parts of a domain to be propagated to the other relevant parts of the domain. For example, if the name or the appearance of an object is changed, then all domain elements using the object are modified to reflect the change. Changes to a relation also invoke the update of operators and states that use the relation. This provides flexibility in domain development, as described earlier.

The ability to define operators using objects high in the hierarchy allows for a more general operator definition, thereby consolidating information and making the domain better organized. This is demonstrated in the cooking carrot cake domain in Appendix C. The operators get and put-in-bowl are defined using the super class object ingr. This means that separate definitions are not needed for carrots, spices, sugar, oil, and flour. This makes the domain easier to understand and maintain.

As operators or states are being developed, sometimes the expert will describe object connections that have not yet been defined as a relation. When the system detects an undefined connection, a warning message is produced, giving the expert an opportunity to add the needed relation knowledge. An expert would create an undefined connection between objects because during operator development the expert has visual cues of the needed information for the operator. Thus when the expert thinks of a needed relation the connection is made. The system then uses this new information to solicit the missing relation definition from the expert. For example, in the machining domain, a relation between the drill machine and the drill-bit may not have been initially defined. During the building of the drill operator, the drill machine and drill-bit are connected together. It is visually obvious to have the drill holding a drill-bit in order to drill a hole in a part. The system recognizes that no relation definition exists between the drill machine and the drill-bit and warns the user of this. The user can then define the holding-tool relation between the drill machine and the drill-bit.

The final issue that aids in the development of large domains is to provide the expert a direct manipulation interface for organizing the workspace. Because the interface is easily
modifiable, the expert can organize the graphical objects according to personal preference and for productive development. Figure 5.1 depicts the bottom half of the operator window with the medium size machining domain loaded. Notice that I have grouped prototype objects together by types (e.g., row of drill bits, row of machines, etc.). Also, the operators are grouped by functionality (e.g., operators to do drilling are in the left corner, operators to mill parts are grouped together, etc.). This ability to manipulate the workspace helped to create an organized environment for rapid domain development.

Figure 5.1: Operator Window: machining domain organized at bottom of window.
Chapter 6 - Conclusion

This chapter highlights the technical accomplishments of this dissertation and illuminates the possibilities for future research.

6.1 Summary of Findings

The ability to model real world information with metaphors similar to the visual aspects of the domain has been shown to aid domain development. This is because:

- Objects are based on the physical world. The objects in APPRENTICE occupy space on the screen similar to the space that objects occupy in the real world. Also similar to the physical world APPRENTICE objects are only at a single location at a time. These similarities help the expert understand and describe a domain using already developed intuitions.
- In using already learned intuitions to develop domains in APPRENTICE the experts do not have to mentally translate the physical domain into a foreign machine representation.
- When the system is developing a solution to a problem, the expert can quickly understand what the system is doing by observing the animation. This allows the expert confidence in the system and provides a faster indicator when some knowledge is incomplete.

6.2 Contributions of This Research

In this research, a method for graphical knowledge acquisition for visual planning domains was developed, described, implemented, and tested. A strong visual intuition for physical and conceptual domains maps very well with the conceptual representation of the domain. With these methods, the expert is able to express domain information similar to the way the information is thought about. These techniques were shown to increase the ease, speed, and accuracy of knowledge acquisition through a set of user studies.
The APPRENTICE system is tightly integrated into the Prodigy planning system. Although APPRENTICE is easy to use, it does not keep the expert from using the expressive power of the underlying planning system if needed. APPRENTICE allows the building of a domain using a graphical representation to create the information. Domain elements such as objects, relations, and operators are defined graphically. This allows the expert a straightforward mapping between the physical domain and the encoded representation.

Several studies were done with the APPRENTICE system to evaluate the ease, speed, and accuracy of the new techniques. Study 1 had 32 subjects developing their individual domains in APPRENTICE. This study showed the ease of use and the flexibility of the system with multiple subjects. Study 2 was a comparison between the productivity of developing domains in a text editor versus developing domains in APPRENTICE, using different types of users. The APPRENTICE system produced quicker development time and better domain understanding for all but the most seasoned Prodigy users. In Study 3, the system was used by a subject to develop four similar domains over time. This study indicates that domain development efficiency increases over time as the subject becomes more familiar with the system. Finally, in Study 4 the system was used to develop a machining domain. This study verified the ability of APPRENTICE to work with a larger domain.

An important contribution is that APPRENTICE demonstrated the soundness of the techniques even with users with very little prior computer knowledge. In Study 2 the non-technical computer users were able to develop working domains using the APPRENTICE system, but most of them were not able to develop similar domains using Emacs. Even with the non-technical subject who was able to build a domain in both systems, there was still about a 300% improvement in the development time for the APPRENTICE system.

6.3 Future Work

As I developed the core techniques for APPRENTICE, more ideas emerged than I had time to investigate. Some of these ideas would help make the system more usable, while others could be used to extend the system capabilities. I will describe the ideas in the following sections.
6.3.1 APPRENTICE-assisted Search Control Rule Development

In this dissertation I have only discussed the creation of factual knowledge for a domain. Search control knowledge is also important in encoding information to better guide the planning system. Future work should be done to aid the expert in developing these search control rules. This section outlines possible techniques that could be incorporated into the system.

The goal of a planning system is to find a set of operators that, when applied sequentially, will transform the initial state into the goal state. The search sequence is determined by the accuracy of the operators, the correct specification of the initial and goal states, and the set of defined search control rules. Thus, the efficiency of the planner is dependent on the selection of goals, operators, and objects in exploring the problem space. This selection can be directly controlled by search control rules. Search control rules can be developed by both the user and system, by directly observing and correcting search path mistakes.

There are three phases of development in creating search control rules. These phases are: 1) determining if the system is solving the problem correctly; 2) if the system is not solving the problem correctly, determining why and where the knowledge base is incomplete; and 3) creating search control rules to enhance the knowledge base.

To automate the development process the expert needs to determine where the planner made a wrong move and to show the planner the correct move that should have been made. The system could ask directed questions that would allow it to automatically formulate a control rule for current and future use.

To demonstrate a possible scenario I will use a STRIPS world type domain. The domain is as follows:

- **object**: package, robot, and rooms
- **relation**: in-room-package, package-on-robot, in-room-robot, rooms-connected
- **operator**: pickup-package, put-down-package, move-robot
- **initial state**: (in-room-package pkl RoomA), (in-room-robot Robot1 RoomA), (room-connected RoomA RoomB), (room-connected RoomB RoomA)
- **goal state**: (in-room-robot Robot1 RoomB), (in-room-package pkl RoomB)
Note: pickup-package removes the package from the room that the package is in, and put-down-package places the package in the same room as the robot.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.1:** Example of a STRIPS world type domain.

When running the above problem the expert sees the robot move to RoomB, then come back to pick up pk1, and then move to RoomB with the package. This is because the first goal is to get \((\text{in-room-robot Robot1 RoomB})\). By watching this solution the expert notices that the robot should have picked up the pk1 first, then tried to move to the next room.

The expert then demonstrates to the system that the robot should pick up the package first before moving the robot. The system then notes that there is a discrepancy between what it did versus what it should have done. The system then sets about obtaining additional information it needs to avoid similar mistakes like this in the future.

Control rules take the form of selecting, deleting, or preferring some information. Much could be done to help the expert write these rules. The important information to determine is what kind of search control rule needs to be written and what state information is needed in order to use the control rule. The system could ask focus questions of the expert. These questions help develop control rules such as the following: if the goal of getting a package to a room has not yet been achieved and the robot is in the same room as the package, then prefer working on the in-room-package goal first. This control rule could be written as follows.
The above example has outlined a technique for possibly adding a search control rule to a knowledge base. This has been achieved by first noting that the planned solution was not optimal, next demonstrating to the system the correct sequence, and finally getting system-directed help to determine the relevant information that was needed to build a new search control rule. A deeper understanding of how a system can interactively aid an expert in developing search control rules will improve domain development.

6.3.2 Seamless Environment: Visual and Textual Representation

One of the things that Study 2 revealed was that Prodigy experts built domains faster in Emacs than in APPRENTICE. This suggests that the ability to build domains in Emacs should be incorporated into the APPRENTICE system. Providing a seamless bridge between the power of the graphical interface along with the ability to use Emacs to build domains could prove to be a dynamic combination.

Currently APPRENTICE supports full data flow from the graphical system to Emacs. APPRENTICE creates the Prodigy code automatically from the graphical description of the domain. This created code can be edited in Emacs. However, the Emacs-edited code does not automatically invoke a graphical representation in the graphical system. Thus, the graphical interface cannot be used to edit the Emacs code. Figure 6.3 shows this relationship.

![Figure 6.3: Currently APPRENTICE provides full data flow from the graphical interface to Emacs, but only limited data flow from Emacs to the graphical interface.](image)
Further research could explore having text that corresponds to graphical relations developed with a text editor automatically update the graphical display. This would allow editing of the textual code with the graphical system.[Glinert 90].

6.3.3 Spatial Multidimensional Relations
During the course of exploring domains in APPRENTICE, it became apparent that for development of some domains two- and three-dimensional spatial information needs to be easily represented. This would be needed in a CAD/CAM domain, for example. In these types of domains, information is thought of as spatial positioning between objects. More work needs to be done into how to allow the expert an easy and intuitive way to represent and define this spatial positioning [Chang 90].

6.3.4 Apprentice Techniques for Non-visual Domains
The APPRENTICE techniques have proven to enhance the domain development process for visual planning domains. This is partially due to the ability of experts to understand the domain development process in respect to how they describe the domain. It may be possible to develop techniques similar to the ones used in APPRENTICE for non-visual domains that will also help enhance the development process.
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Appendix A - Results Chart from Study 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Descriptions</th>
<th>Domain Descriptions</th>
<th>Time (hr:min)</th>
<th>Obj.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Oper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Master, HSS, PHI</td>
<td>Taking customer's order</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>People showering</td>
<td>3:20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Master, CMU, INI</td>
<td>Packet switching</td>
<td>2:20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Doc, SIA, IA</td>
<td>House building</td>
<td>2:20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Macaroni &amp; Cheese</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Doc, HSS, SDS</td>
<td>Move world with blocks</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Person killing a roach</td>
<td>1:40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Programmer</td>
<td>Person bicycling</td>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) 5 Sen, MCS, MTH</td>
<td>Square game</td>
<td>3:10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) 5 Sen, MCS, MTH</td>
<td>Robot fetching a cigarette</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Hitting freshman with bat</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Soph, HSS, HOO</td>
<td>Playing a CD in a player</td>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Doc, CMU, RI</td>
<td>Robot passing blocks</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Senior, CFA, MUS</td>
<td>Cat getting fish</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Eight puzzle</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>People in room, sitting</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Fixing Kool-Aid</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Doc, CMU, RI</td>
<td>Cooking and eating Spam</td>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Building DNA molecule</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Senior, MCS, BSC</td>
<td>Playing a CD player</td>
<td>1:40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Feeding cat</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Traveler to Mecca</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Automobile starting</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Washing clothes</td>
<td>1:40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Junior, IM, IMC</td>
<td>Automotive trip</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Making sandwich</td>
<td>2:10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Delivering pizza to a TA</td>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Moving blocks outside</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29) 5 Sen, HSS, PSY</td>
<td>Cooking carrot cake</td>
<td>2:20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30) Senior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Taking out the trash</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Three location blocks world</td>
<td>2:10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32) Junior, SCS, M-C</td>
<td>Getting ready for school</td>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Study 1 Subjects
Chart 1 is used in conjunction with Table 1 to help decipher the student description column. This information is broken down by each student's year, department, and major.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFA - College of Fine Arts</td>
<td>BSC - Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU - Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>HOO - General HSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS - Humanities and Social Science</td>
<td>IA - Industrial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM - Industrial Management</td>
<td>INI - Information Networking Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS - Mellon College of Science</td>
<td>IMC - IM-CIT/MCS Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS - School of Computer Science</td>
<td>PHI - Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA - Graduate School of Industrial Administration</td>
<td>PSY - Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU - Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>MTH - Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS - Humanities and Social Science</td>
<td>MUS - Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM - Industrial Management</td>
<td>M-C - Math and Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS - Mellon College of Science</td>
<td>RI - Robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS - School of Computer Science</td>
<td>SDS - Social and Decision Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA - Graduate School of Industrial Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Student Categories
Appendix B - DNA Domain Code
DNA Domain Definition

(instance domain-order-pair)
(instance domain-amino-acids)
(instance domain-guanosine)
(instance domain-guanine)
(instance domain-psi-pair)
(instance domain-q-pair)
(instance domain-t-pair)
(instance domain-y-pair)

(operator pick-q-pair)
  (gamma ((q-pair q-pair) (q-pair q-pair)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-pair q-pair)))

(operator pick-q-guanosine)
  (gamma ((q-guanosine q-guanosine) (q-guanosine q-guanosine)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-guanosine q-guanosine)))

(operator pick-q-guanine)
  (gamma ((q-guanine q-guanine) (q-guanine q-guanine)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-guanine q-guanine)))

(operator pick-q-psi)
  (gamma ((q-psi q-psi) (q-psi q-psi)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-psi q-psi)))

(operator pick-q-t-pair)
  (gamma ((q-t-pair q-t-pair) (q-t-pair q-t-pair)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-t-pair q-t-pair)))

(operator pick-q-y-pair)
  (gamma ((q-y-pair q-y-pair) (q-y-pair q-y-pair)))
  (gamma (nil))
  (effects (add (psi-pair q-y-pair q-y-pair)))

Problem Domain Definition

(instance-common guanine)
(instance-common cytosine)
(instance-common adenine)
(instance-common thymine)

(ksx (and (psp-psi-pair q-pair) (q-pair q-pair))
  (and (psp-guanine q-guanine) (q-guanine q-guanine))
  (and (psp-guanosine q-guanosine) (q-guanosine q-guanosine)))

(ksx (and (psp-psi-pair q-pair) (q-pair q-pair))
  (and (psp-guanine q-guanine) (q-guanine q-guanine))
  (and (psp-guanosine q-guanosine) (q-guanosine q-guanosine)))
Appendix C - Selected Domains from Study 1

Subject 1
Subject 12
Subject 22
Subject 24
Subject 29
Customer Ordering Domain Built By Subject 1

Automatically Generated
Prodigy Domain Code for Subject 1

Start and Goal State in APPRENTICE for Subject 1

Automatically Generated
Start & Goal State Description for Subject 1
Playing CD Player By Subject 12

APPRENTICE OPERATORS FOR SUBJECT 12
Automatically Generated Start & Goal State Description for Subject 12

(task (instantiates player the_player))
(task (instances of wrong col))
(task (instances of the­col))
(task (instances of the­row))
(task (instances of other­col))
(task (instances of the­row))
(task (instances of the­col))

(goal (and (player­state the­player closed)
(player­running the­player playing)
(in the­col the­player)))

(states (and (player­state the­player closed)
(player­running the­player playing)
(no­task the­col the­row)
(no­task other­col the­row)
(in bad­col the­player)
(holding wrong­col the­row)))

Automatically Generated Prodigy Domain Code for Subject 12

(operator pick-up

(preconditions (and (empty­col <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col)))

(preconditions (and (empty­col <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col)))

(effects (del (empty­col <0x3215b> col))
(add (empty­col <0x3215b> col))))

(operator put­down

(preconditions (and (empty­col <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col)))

(preconditions (and (empty­col <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col) (no­task <0x3215b> col)))

(effects (del (empty­col <0x3215b> col))
(add (empty­col <0x3215b> col))))

(operator insert

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))

(operator remove

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))

(operator play­player

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))

(operator stop­player

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))

(operator open­player

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))

(operator close­player

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(preconditions (and (player­state <0x32157> player) (no­task <0x32157> col) (no­task <0x32157> col)))

(effects (del (player­state <0x32157> player))
(add (player­state <0x32157> player))))
Trip to Mecca By Subject 22

Automatically Generated Start & Goal State Description for Subject 22

Start and Goal State in APPRENTICE for Subject 22

Automatically Generated Prodigy Domain Code for Subject 22
Automatically Generated Start & Goal State Description for Subject 24

Start and Goal State in APPRENTICE for Subject 24

Automatically Generated Prodigy Domain Code for Subject 24

(operator open_washer)
  (params ((- washer56 closed) (washer56 open)))
  (precond (door-stat washer56 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer56 closed) (door-stat washer56 open))

(operator turn_on_washer)
  (params ((- washer57 closed) (washer57 on)))
  (precond (door-stat washer57 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer57 closed) (door-stat washer57 open))

(operator turn_off_washer)
  (params ((- washer55 closed) (washer55 on)))
  (precond (door-stat washer55 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer55 closed) (door-stat washer55 open))

(operator pour_detergent)
  (params ((- washer56 closed) (washer56 open)))
  (precond (door-stat washer56 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer56 closed)
           (door-stat washer56 open))

(operator clean_washing)
  (params ((- washer57 closed) (washer57 on)))
  (precond (door-stat washer57 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer57 closed))

(operator close_washer)
  (params ((- washer55 closed) (washer55 on)))
  (precond (door-stat washer55 closed))
  (effects (door-stat washer55 closed))
Cooking Carrot Cake By Subject 29

Start and Goal State in APPRENTICE for Subject 29

Automatically Generated Prodigy Domain Code for Subject 29

(operator get
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))))

(operator put-in-bowl
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))))

(operator add-butter
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))))

(operator put-butter-in-oven
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))))

(operator cook
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content))
  (domain (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content) (:content5399> content)))

Automatically Generated Start & Goal State Description for Subject 29

Start and Goal State in APPRENTICE for Subject 29
Appendix D - Information Given to Subjects in Study 2 Phase 1
Prodigy and Domain Description

In the field of Artificial Intelligence one way of emulating human problem solving techniques is with planning systems. Planning systems allow a user to define a situation and problem systematically and have the system plan a solution. PRODIGY is such a general purpose planning system.

In PRODIGY the actions that the planner takes are defined by operators (actions a person would use to solve a problem). The problem is a coarse representation of relevant facts describing the initial situation before a plan is executed; and the final situation desired after a set of operators are executed. Let's take a very simple example like the process of delivering a pizza. This can be a very complicated process, but in this case we only want a very coarse grain model of the "domain" or situation.

Domain: You have a car and work for a pizza place. When the pizza is ready you load it into your car, which is at the pizza place, and deliver it to someone's home. For this domain you can only deliver one pizza at a time. There are 3 operators that you will be concerned with: load-pizza-in-car, drive-to-location and unload-pizza-from-car. The load-pizza-in-car states that if the pizza is ready and the car is at the same location as the pizza and the car is empty then the pizza can be put inside the car. The next operator, drive-to-location, states that if a car is in at location1 then it can drive to a different location, location2. Finally the unload-pizza-from-car states that if a pizza is in the car then the pizza can be unloaded from the car and the pizza is now in the same location that the car is and the car is empty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>load-pizza-in-car</th>
<th>drive-car</th>
<th>unload-pizza-from-car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>if pizza at location1, car at location1, then put pizza in car</td>
<td>if car at location1, then car at location2</td>
<td>if car at location, pizza in car, then unload pizza to location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let's describe two problems:

PROBLEM 1: The initial situation is that the pizza and the car are at the store. The goal is to deliver the pizza to Larry's house. The solution is to load-pizza-in-car at the store, drive-car to Larry's house and then unload the pizza at Larry's house.

PROBLEM 2: Here is a slightly more complicated situation. The initial situation is that the car is now at Larry's house and the pizza is at the pizza place. Again the goal is to deliver the pizza to Larry's house. Here the solution is to drive-car to the store then load-pizza-in-car at the store, drive-car to Larry's house and then unload the pizza at Larry's house.

How do you encode this information so a computer can use it? That is what planning systems allow you to do.

The pizza delivery domain is right now a very simple domain, but by adding more delivery locations and route length information the complexity of the problem increases and the system can actually be useful in planning pizza delivery routes.
The task is to build this simple pizza delivery route domain as an exercise in Prodigy. You will use Apprentice, a visual domain building tool, and Emacs, a textual editor.
Emacs/Prodigy Example Domain

1. Introduction
Writing a domain in Prodigy requires several steps. You must create object type definitions used in the domain, operators, instances of objects, start states, and goal states. Below is an example of all these steps for the pizza domain. We will use the pizza domain to define a domain in Prodigy using Emacs.

2. Defining Object Types
First you must define object definitions for a domain. These type definitions tell Prodigy the name of the objects you will be using in the domain. For the pizza domain you will need pizza objects, car objects and location objects. An object definition has the following skeleton (IS-A object-name TYPE). For the pizza domain these objects are defined as below.

(IS-A Location-Model TYPE)
(IS-A Car-model TYPE)
(IS-A Pizza-model TYPE)

3. Defining Predicates and Operators
Next you must define operators. The operators define how to change states in the domain. This change is defined by giving the preconditions of a situation and then the effects of the change. These pre-conditions and effects are represented by predicates. Predicates represent relations between objects. In order to allow an operator to work in a generic way the predicates use variables. These variables match different objects in the state definition and are represented by <> surrounding the name of the variable. An operator skeleton is as shown below:

(OPTION operator-name)
(PARAMS
  (<var1> type1)
  (<var2> type2)
  (<var3> type3) ...)
(PRECONDS
  (AND (pred1 <var1> <var2>)
        (pred2 <var2> <var3>)) ...)
(EFFECTS
  (DEL (pred1 <var1> <var3>))
  (ADD (pred3 <var1> <var3>)) ...)

Real operators in the pizza domain are defined below. Look at the operator LOAD-PIZZA. In the PARAMS list the variable <pizza> is of type pizza-model, etc. In the precondition list the condition Car-at-loc says that the variable <car> has to be at variable location <loc> and the condition pizza-at-loc says that the variable <pizza> has to be at the same location <loc> as the variable <car>. Finally if these predicates are true in the state, then the variable <pizza> is moved inside the <car> variable and the <pizza> is no longer at the location <loc>. See if you can determine what the other operators mean.

(OPTION LOAD-PIZZA)
(PARAMS
  (<pizza> PIZZA-MODEL) (<loc> LOCATION-MODEL) (<car> CAR-MODEL)))
(PRECONDS
  (AND (CAR-AT-LOC <car> <loc>) (PIZZA-AT-LOC <pizza> <loc>))
(EFFECTS
  (DEL (PIZZA-AT-LOC <pizza> <loc>))
  (ADD (PIZZA-IN-CAR <pizza> <car>))))
4. Defining a State
After the domain is described then the problems that you want to solve need to be defined. The problem is defined by a start state (STATE, below) and a goal state (GOAL, below) in the domain. Below the State says that the Pepperoni and Domino-Car are at the Pizza-place and the goal is to get the Pepperoni to Larry's place. When defining problems for a domain you must specify what the instances are in the problem. For example the word Pepperoni is an actual pizza and Domino-Car is an actual car.

HAS-INSTANCES Location-Model Pizza-Place
HAS-INSTANCES Location-Model Larry
HAS-INSTANCES Car-model Domino-Car
HAS-INSTANCES Pizza-model Pepperoni

GOAL (PIZZA-AT-LOC PEPPERONI LARRY)

STATE (AND (PIZZA-AT-LOC PEPPERONI PIZZA-PLACE) (CAR-AT-LOC DOMINO-CAR PIZZA-PLACE))

5. Emacs and Prodigy Usage Description
You will have three windows available. The first window will be the domain window, the second window will be the start and goal window and the third window will be the lisp window.

Text is entered in each window by typing. The text is placed at the point of the blinking cursor in the active window. A window becomes active by clicking the mouse in it. The cursor can be moved within a window by pointing and clicking the mouse button at the desired location or with the use of control key + text keys. The cursor movements for different keys are listed below. ^<key> means hold the control key down with the respective <key>.

^a - move cursor to the front of the line
^f - move cursor forward one space
^n - move cursor down one line
^g - abort whatever you did
^e - move cursor to the end of the line
^b - move cursor backward one space
^p - move cursor up one line
^x^o - move to the above window

6. Starting Prodigy
Once you have created the objects and the operators for a domain then ^c^l will load that information. When you have typed in a problem, ^c^p will load the problem and run Prodigy. The results of the run will be printed out in the lisp window. You can also test each operator separately against the current system state. To start testing individual
operators use the ^c^f command. Then use the step-operator function in the lisp window to run operators. Below is the syntax for the step-operator:

```
(step-operator <op-name> (<var1> VAR1-NAME, (<var2> VAR2-NAME))
```

Example of step-operator from pizza domain above:

```
(step-operator load-pizza (<pizza> Pepperoni) (<car> Domino-Car) (<loc> Pizza-Place))
```

To view the current state type: (print-state)

7. Steps for Defining the Pizza Domain and Problem

1) Define the object types (car, pizza, and location)
2) Define needed relations (pizza-in-car, car-at-loc, and pizza-at-loc)
3) Define the operators (load-pizza, unload-pizza, and drive-car)
4) Define the problem with instances (Pepperoni, Domino-car, Pizza-Place, and Larry-Place)
5) Define the start state and the goal state
6) Debug domain (fix syntax errors and step through individual operators)
APPRENTICE Description

1. Introduction
APPRENTICE allows an expert to create each part of a domain in Prodigy using pictures that the expert develops. There is an APPRENTICE development window for each aspect of a domain. To make domain development easier, the main input device is a mouse. In each window there are buttons that perform actions and textual items that display information. Each window has a development box that the expert works in to develop a particular piece of knowledge.

Users familiar with the Macintosh interface should be very comfortable using APPRENTICE. Every item other than the development box is movable by moving the mouse to a position over the object and holding the left mouse button down while moving the object to the desired location.

2. APPRENTICE Windows
Model Window - Allows objects in a domain to be defined (e.g., Track, Pizza, Location)
Relation Window - Allows relationships between objects to be defined (e.g., inside-truck, at-location).
Operator Window - Allows state changes to be defined (e.g., load-pizza, move-car, unload-pizza).
State Window - Allows the definition of a start state and a goal state.
Problem Window - Allows the setup and running of a problem to be solved.

Common Apprentice Window Facts

- Hold down button over an object move it.
- Hold down button in blank area and drag rectangle select object inside rectangle.
- Shift click button select multiple object.
- Click on object allows editing information.
- Click return is work window allows work on another thing.
- Alt click on anything give help message about thing clicked.
- Alt Click on object allows editing attributes of the object.

- Selected items appear highlighted.
- Shift right click on an item gives a help message on the item.
- The name text represents the name of a item (i.e., object, relation, operator, state or problem).
- Multiple items selection: 1) hold the shift key down; 2) drag a box around a set of items.
- Text can be edited by clicking the right button.
- Object names can be changed by right clicking on the object.
- Buttons can be moved with the mouse by there text part are activated by the box part.

2.1. Model Window

The model window allows the expert to develop the objects of a domain. The objects have an appearance as well as connection spots. The development box allows you to work on a particular object. Window components:

NAME: name of the particular object type
GRAPHICAL EDITOR: An area used to build the visual representation of objects
DELETE INST BUTTON - Deletes selected model instances
2.1.1. Graphical Editor

Models or objects are made up of simple drawing elements. The editor lets you draw these simple elements to build an object. Each element in the editor can be manipulated with mouse movement.

The following drawing objects are available:

- **Arrow** allows selection, movement, and alteration of elements.
- **Line** allows you to draw a line element.
- **Text** allows you to add a text element.
- **Box** allows you to draw a box element.
- **Name** allows the instance name of the object to be displayed.
- **DELETE** deletes the selected elements.
- **Saves** the elements in the editor to the actual object. If no object is currently being worked on, then a new object is created.
- **Connection Point** allows you to place connection point element on the object.

2.2. Relation Window

Drag the objects into the work area that defines a relationship between the objects. Connect the objects to one another with their connection points by clicking on each relevant connection point. When you are finished with a relation then right click on DONE.

2.3. Operator State

Operators are defined by dragging objects and connecting them together in the pre state and then in post state. The Copy pre state button copies the information in the pre state side into the post state side. The Link Obj buttons allows an object selected in the pre state to be linked with an object selected in the post state. When you are finished with an operator then right click on DONE.

2.4. State Window

To define a state, drag the appropriate objects into the work area window and connect the objects up as they would be in a state. Copy state button will copy a selected state into the work area. When you are finished with a state then right click on DONE.

2.5. Problem Window

The problem window allows you to define a problem that consists of a start state, goal state, and a set of operators. The problem elements are defined by right clicking on the START-STATE, GOAL-STATE, and OPS text. Once a problem is defined, to have the system try and plan a path click the RUN DOMAIN button. If you want to test on operator at a time click the STEP FORWARD button.
3. Steps for Defining the Pizza Domain and Problem

1) Draw the object types with connection (car-model, pizza-model, and location-model)
2) Define needed relations (pizza-in-car, car-at-loc, and pizza-at-loc)
3) Define the operators by pre and post state (load-pizza, unload-pizza, and drive-car)
4) Define the start state and the goal state graphically. The instances should have the names:
   Pepperoni, Domino-car, Pizza-Place, and Larry-Place
5) Define the problem by combining operator, start state, and goal state
6) Debug domain (fix syntax errors and step through individual operators)
The strips domain is a fictitious world comprised of the following objects: robots, boxes, and rooms. Relations between the objects are as follows: 1) robots can hold a box; 2) two rooms can be connected together; 3) robots can be in a room; and 4) boxes can be in a room. The actions that are performed in this domain are: 1) robots can pick up boxes; 2) robots can put down boxes; 3) robots can move between connected rooms with a box; and 4) robots can move between connected rooms without a box. The goal of this domain is to plan paths of movement for boxes to get from an initial location to a final destination.

Task: Define an initial state, goal state, and domain. Have the system find the plan needed to go from initial to goal state of the following problems.

Problem 1: For the initial state create two rooms (Room1, Room2), a robot, and a box. Room1 and Room2 are connected together. Have the robot and box in Room1. The goal is to have the box placed in Room2.

Problem 2: Use the work from the previous problem. For the initial state create three rooms (Room1, Room2, Room3), a robot, and a box. Room1 is connected to Room2 and Room2 is connected to Room3. Have the robot in Room1 and the box in Room2. This time the goal state is to have the box be put in Room3.
Logistic World Description

Problem Description

The logistic world is comprised of the following objects: boxes and hubs. Hubs are buildings to which boxes are brought for sorting and distribution. Relations between objects are as follows: 1) boxes can be at the indoor of a hub 2) boxes can be at the outdoor of a hub and 3) hubs are connected together from the outdoor of one hub to the indoor of another hub. The actions in the domain are that 1) boxes can move between the outdoor of one hub to the indoor of a connected hub and 2) a box at a hub's indoor must be sorted to get to the hub's outdoor. The goal of this domain is to plan paths of movement for boxes to get from an initial location to a final destination.

Task: Define an initial state, goal state, and domain. Have the system find the plan needed to go from initial to goal state of the following problems.

Problem 1: The initial state has three hubs (hub1, hub2, and hub3). Hub1's outdoor is connected to Hub2's indoor. Hub2's outdoor is connected to Hub3's indoor. There is initially a box (Box1) at the inside door of Hub1. The goal is to have the box delivered to the inside door of Hub3.

Problem 2: Use the work from the previous problem. In this problem the initial state has four hubs (hub1, hub2, hub3 and hub4). Hub1's outdoor is connected to Hub2's and Hub3's indoor. Hub3's outdoor is connected to Hub4's indoor. A box (Box1) starts at the inside door of Hub1. The goal is to have the box delivered to the inside door of Hub4.
Appendix E - Questions from Study 2
Phase 2
Questions from Study 2 of Phase 2

The following section contains the domains, questions, and results from study 2 of phase 2. For this phase two domains were used: the monkey and banana domain and the blocks domain. The questions are about operators or states in these domains.

Each question section has a graphical representation of an operator or state along side the textual representation of the same information. The textual representation was automatically generated with APPRENTICE from the graphical representation. The multiple-choice question is below these representations. The correct answer to the question has been made bold for your convenience. To the right of the question is the data showing the subjects that answered this question correctly. Only one incorrect answer was given during the graphical representation testing. The incorrect question for the textual representation will be duly noted.

Blocks Domain

Question 1:

If op2 has fired is the arm empty or holding a block?
1) Holding
2) Empty
3) Unknown

Question 2:

If op3 has fired is the arm empty or holding a block?
1) Holding
2) Empty
3) Unknown
Question 3:

Is operator op1 representing?
1) Picking up a block off the table
2) Putting down a block on the table
3) Stacking a block on another
4) Unstacking a block off another

Question 4:

Is operator op2 representing?
1) Picking up a block off the table
2) Putting down a block on the table
3) Stacking a block on another
4) Unstacking a block off another
**Question 5:**

Is operator op3 representing?
1) Picking up a block off the table
2) Putting down a block on the table
3) Stacking a block on another
4) Unstacking a block off another

**Question 6:**

Is operator op4 representing?
1) Picking up a block off the table
2) Putting down a block on the table
3) Stacking a block on another
4) Unstacking a block off another
Question 7:

In the goal state of problem stack-3-block-1 what is blockB on top of?
1) BlockC
2) BlockA
3) The Table
4) None of the above

Question 8:

In the start state of problem stack-3-block-1 what is blockB on top of?
1) BlockC
2) BlockA
3) The Table
4) None of the above
Question 9: In the goal state of problem stack-3-block-2 what is blockB on top of?
1) BlockC
2) BlockA
3) The Table
4) None of the above

Question 10: This domain is for?
1) Stacking Blocks
2) Moving Packages
3) Getting bananas
Monkey and Banana Domain

Question 1:

If op2 has fired is the monkey's hand empty or holding the bananas?
1) Holding the bananas
2) Empty
3) Unknown

Question 2:

If op3 has fired is the monkey in the same location?
1) Same location
2) Different location
3) Unknown
Question 3:

Is operator op1 representing?
1) Grabbing the bananas
2) Monkey moving himself
3) Monkey moving the Block
4) Monkey getting on Block

OPERATOR NAME: op1
params
  (<block> block-model)
  (<location> location-model)
  (<monkey> monkey-model)
preconds
  (monkey-at-location <monkey> <location>)
  (block-at-location <block> <location>)
effects
  (del (monkey-at-location <monkey> <location>))
  (add (on-block <monkey> <block>))

Question 4:

Is operator op2 representing?
1) Grabbing the bananas
2) Monkey moving himself
3) Monkey moving the Block
4) Monkey getting on Block

OPERATOR NAME: op2
params
  (<hook> hook-model)
  (<location> location-model)
  (<monkey> monkey-model)
  (<block> block-model)
  (<banana> banana-model))
preconds
  (on-block <monkey> <block>)
  (under-hook <location> <hook>)
  (block-at-location <block> <location>)
  (on-ceiling <banana> <hook>))
effects
  (del (on-ceiling <banana> <hook>))
  (add (holding-banana <banana> <monkey>))
Question 5:

Is operator op3 representing?
1) Grabbing the bananas
2) Monkey moving himself
3) Monkey moving the Block
4) Monkey getting on Block

OPERATOR NAME: op3
params
- (to-loc > location-model)
- (from-loc > location-model)
- (monkey > monkey-model)

preconds
- (connected <to-loc> <from-loc>)
- (connected <from-loc> <to-loc>)
- (monkey-at-location <monkey> <from-loc>)

effects
- (del (monkey-at-location <monkey> <from-loc>))
- (add (monkey-at-location <monkey> <to-loc>))

Question 6:

Is operator op4 representing?
1) Grabbing the bananas
2) Monkey moving himself
3) Monkey moving the Block
4) Monkey getting on Block

OPERATOR NAME: op4
params
- (to-loc > location-model)
- (from-loc > location-model)
- (monkey > monkey-model)
- (block > block-model)

preconds
- (connected <to-loc> <from-loc>)
- (connected <from-loc> <to-loc>)
- (monkey-at-location <monkey> <from-loc>)
- (block-at-location <block> <from-loc>)

effects
- (del (monkey-at-location <monkey> <from-loc>))
- (del (block-at-location <block> <from-loc>))
- (add (monkey-at-location <monkey> <to-loc>))
- (add (block-at-location <block> <to-loc>))
Question 7:

What is the goal of problem 1?
1) To have the monkey on the block
2) To have the monkey at location 3
3) To have the monkey holding the bananas
4) None of the above

Question 8:

In the start state of problem 1 where is the block?
1) Loc1
2) Loc2
3) Loc3
4) None of the above
Question 9:

In the start state of problem1 where is the monkey?
1) Loc1
2) Loc2
3) Loc3
4) Loc4

Question 10:

This domain is for?
1) Stacking Blocks
2) Moving Packages
3) Monkey getting bananas
Appendix F - Code for Medium Size Domain
Appendix G - Learning Study Domains
Hiking World Description

In this domain a person is hiking with a backpack from one campground to another campground. The objects in this domain are: backpack, person, and campgrounds. Relations between objects are as follows: 1) a person can hold a backpack; 2) a person can be at a campground; 3) a backpack can be at a campground; and 4) two campgrounds can be connected to each other. The actions that are performed in this domain are: 1) a person can pickup a backpack; 2) a person can put down a backpack; and 3) a person can move from one campground to another connected campground.

Task: Define an initial state, goal state, and domain. Have the system find the plan needed to go from initial to goal state of the following problems.

Problem 1: For the initial state create two campgrounds (camp1, camp2), a person, and a backpack. Camp1 and camp2 are connected together. Have the person and backpack start at camp1. The goal is to have the backpack sitting at camp2.

Problem 2: Use the work from the previous problem. For the initial state create three campgrounds (camp1, camp2, camp3), a person, and a backpack. Camp1 is connected to camp2 and camp2 is connected to camp3. Have the person start at camp1 and the backpack at camp2. This time the goal state is to have the backpack sitting at camp3.
Loading Truck World Description

In this domain a person will be loading a truck with packages from a warehouse. The objects in this domain are: truck, warehouse, person and packages. The relations that exist between the objects are: 1) a package can be on the truck; 2) a package can be in the warehouse; 3) a person can be on the truck; and 4) a person can be in the warehouse. The actions that can be performed in this domain are: 1) pick a package up at the warehouse; 2) Take a package from the warehouse to the truck; 3) put a package in the truck; and 4) Go from the truck back to the warehouse.

Task: Define an initial state, goal state, and domain. Have the system find the plan needed to go from initial to goal state of the following problems.

Problem 1: For the initial state create a truck, a package, a warehouse, and a person. The person is at the warehouse along with the package. The goal is to have the package loaded onto the truck.

Problem 2: Use the work from the previous problem. For the initial state this time have the person start out at the truck and the package at the warehouse. The goal is again to have the package loaded onto the truck.
Robot Picking Tulip Description

In this domain a robot is going around to different locations and picking up tulips. The objects in this domain are: robot with a basket, tulips, and locations. Relations between objects are as follows: 1) a robot with a basket can hold a tulip in the basket; 2) a robot with a basket can be at a location; 3) a tulip can be at a location; and 4) two locations can be connected to each other. The actions that are performed in this domain are: 1) a robot with a basket can pickup a tulip and put it in a basket; and 2) a robot can move from one location to another connected location.

Task: Define an initial state, goal state, and domain. Have the system find the plan needed to go from initial to goal state of the following problems.

Problem 1: For the initial state create two location (Loc1, Loc2), a robot, and a tulip. Loc1 and Loc2 are connected together. Have the robot start at Loc1 and the tulip start at Loc2. The goal is to have the robot hold the tulip in its basket.

Problem 2: Use the work from the previous problem. For the initial state create three locations (Loc1, Loc2, Loc3), a robot, and two tulips. Loc1 is connected to Loc2 and Loc2 is connected to Loc3. Have the robot at Loc1, a tulip at Loc2, and a tulip at Loc3. This time the goal state is to have the robot holding two tulips in its basket.